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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this practicum was to both intro-
duce and implement formal group therapy . into the
overall program in a group home for adolescents. As
will be highlighted in the literature reviêwr group
therapy is an effective treatment modality for
adolescents. rt is this writerrs opinion that incor-
porating a group therapy program into the overall group
home program wourd greatry enhance the treatment re_
ceived by these adolescents.

Over the last few years I have been employed in
group homes for adol-escents as a child_care worker. ït
has been my experience that for the most part group
homes do not provide formalized group therapy. Group
meetings are occasionarry heId, however, they are often
of a disciplinary nature or focus on discussion of
house rures' rf regular meetings are a part of the
overall program' it has been my experience that the
group programs sti1l lack a theoretical framework ând
therapeutic perspective. As such, meetings are planned
in isolation from each other and r-ack the structure or
continuity necessary for formal group work.

rt is recognized by this writer that the present
lack of such a program is in part due to the r-ack of a
knowledge base in group therapy and its application to
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group therapy with adorescents. The purpose of this
practicum was to provide an introductory package
designed to assist chird-care workers in developing a

9roup therapy program. Thus the Iiterature review
focuses on general group work theory, highlighting its
application to group therapy with adolescents. Con_
sideration is arso given to the special nature of group
home living and the corresponding imprications this has
on developing such a group program.

The second part of this practicum involved imple_
menting a sample group therapy program within a

resideritial setting. In order to provide an active
Iearning experience for a child-care worker, I facili_
tated a short-term Self-Development Group in
home' with a chird-care worker from this home

facilitator.

This practicum was evaruated arong two dimensions.
Group members were given the Hudson fndex of SeIf
Esteem (1982) and The Hudson rndex of peer Relations
(L982 ) at the beg inning ¡ r.iddre and end of the group
program. The actual group program was evaluated by
both the group members and the co-faciritator in the
form of a questionnaire designed specificalry for this
practicum. A detailed discussion of both the evalua_
tion procedure and the resurts of the measures is

a

AS

group

a co-
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within the body of this report.
final chapter of this practicum report con_
summary and conclusions. Incorporated into
ion are my recommendations for future work in
of developing group work within residential
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PART 1 LITERÀTURE REVIEW

Chapter f - Introduction to Group l{ork
Groups are a part of everyoners experience. They

"provide the structure on which communities and the
larger society are built . and a means through
which rerationships with significant others are carried
out" (Toseland a Rivas, I9g4¡ p. 3). It is in these
groups that members rearn societyrs norms for accept-
able and unacceptabre behavior, devetop meaningfur
relationships, receive feedback and acceptance and
affirm a sense of belonging. From a therapeutic stand_
point, therapy groups can be used as a microcosm of the
more naturally occurring groups in a person's everyday
exper ience .

The literature suggests three main viewpoints as
to the focus of intervention when doing group work.
For example, Douglas (Ig7g) draws a distinction between
social Group work and Group psychotherapy. He sees the
focus of sociar Group work as "promoting individuar_
personality growth together with sociar deveropment of
the group as an entityn (Oouglas, LgTgr p. 25). fn
9roup psychotherapy, however, he feels the emphasis is
more on the amelioration of pathol0gicar symptoms in
individuals, the focus being on individual members
rather than the group process. Other writers such as
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Hartford (1971) place their emphasis on the "group as a
whol-e as being the unit of intervention and prace ress
emphasis on work with individuals in the group,,
(Toseland & Rivas, l-g}4, p. 4).

This dichotomy in theoretical perspectives,
individual focus vs. group focus, has red some authors
(oouglas, 1979; Toseland & Rivas, l-984 ) to propose a

third approach to group work which invorves a

combination of these two perspectives. As previously
mentioned, Douglas refers to social Group work as per-
taining to both individuar deveropment and group
development. Toseland and Rivas (1984) also propose
this broader focus. They suggest that nwhen leading
any group¡ wofkers shour-d direct their attention to
individual group members, the group as a who'e, and the
environment in which the group functions" (Toseland &

Rivas, 1984, p. 4). In keeping with this focus, they
define group work as:

Goal-directed activity with small groups ofpeople aimed at meeting socioemotionar needsand accomplishing tasks. This activity i;directed to individual members of a group andto the group as a whole within a system ofservice delivery (Toseland & Rivas , ]'gB4 | p.
14 ) .

These authors further define
being task or treatment groups.

this practicum, I wil_1 be ref err ing

groups as either
For the purpose of
to treatment groups
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vrhen addressing the topic of group work.

By definition a treatment group is used to meet
the socioemotionar needs of its members. This courd
include modifying behavior,
assisting in socialization or

personal growth. Toseland and Rivas (19g4) outline
four primary purposes for treatment groups: 1) educa-
tion 2) growth 3) remediation and 4) socialization.
Although treatment groups may focus on any one of these

I

areas excl-usivery, in rearity most treatment groups
represent a combination of these purposes. As wiII
become evident in the section on procedures in this
report the group program r -have deveroped invorves all
four of these areas.

Advantages and_Disadvaq! pq

There are a number of advantages and disadvantages
to using a group approach over an individuar approach.
some of the advantages to using group treatment incrude
arlowing for group members to "rearize they are not
alone with their problems" and providing "members with
the opportunity to help others" (Toseland & Rivas,
1984, p. B).

Sturton (I972) feels
particularly advantageous to
example, would be I treatment I

teaching new behaviors,

providing an avenue for

certain situations are

a group approach. An

situations with clients
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who "need support and understanding from their peers
and who would benefit from a chance to sort out peer-
group relationships in a safe setting and who tend to
reject help on a one-to-one basis (ê.g. adorescents),,
(sturton, LgTZ) .

Another advantage to group work is that it pro-
vides an arena in which to recreate problems members
have experienced outside the group. For example, the
group experience may "become a microcosm of much more
personally significant forms of the cr-ientrs social
interaction--a forum in which the member meets and has
to deal with those very types of social encounters
which he,/she finds painful_ and in which his/her embar_
rassment, incomprehension, lack of competence,
unrecognized strengths and so on are revealed,, (Davies,
1975, p. 36). Rather than hear about such difficurties
as one wourd in individual therapy, the group worker
can witness them in action. This then allows for
problem areas to be recreated Ín the group and new,
alternative behaviors to be rehearsed. ,,Group can
provide members with multiple opportunities to engage
in role-playing, testing new skills and rehearsing new
behaviors in the I safe, environment of the group,,
(Toseland & Rivas, rgB4, p. 9). Furthermore, watching
group members learn in this experiential fashion can
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provide an opportunity for vicarious rearning for alr
group members. As Toseland (1984) points out, oppor-
tunities for this type of vicarious learning are not as

apt to occur in individual- therapy.
Some of the potential disadvantages of a group

approachr âs outlined by Toserand and Rivas, include
member conformity, especiarry of negative behavior,
member dependency, and the possibirÍty that one

memberrs self-discrosure may be met by unsupportive or
other negative responses from fellow group members.

The group format arso reaves open the potentiar for one
member to be tscapegoated' or for overly aggressive
and/or assertive members to receive a disproportionate
amount of attention and control in the direction the
group takes (Toseland a Rivas, L9g4). It is this
writerrs contention, however, that these disadvantages
are onl-y potential probrems and therefore strategies
incorporated by the group worker can serve to prevent
such problems. These strategies wirr be more clearry
outlined in the strategies and techniques sections of
this report.

Group Leadershio

The issue of leadership,
work in general and more speci

group work with adolescents,

as it pertains to group

fically, in relation to

is addressed throughout
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this practicum report. For the purpose of this
practicum, r used co-readership. Atthough this v\,as a
necessity in order to provide an active learning expe-
rience for a child care worker, beyond this r arso feel
that the use of co-therapists is recommended.

Siepker and Kandaras (1985) point to the lack of
empiricar anarysis as to the effectiveness of co_
leadership, especiarry in relation to therapy groups
for children and adolescents. What these authors do
highlight however, along with other authors (Toseland
and Rivas, rg'4) , are some of the advantages of using
co-therapists.

Co-leadership provides a source of support and
feed-back for the readers as welr as increasing the
l-eadersr objectivity by providing an alternative frame
of ref erence (Toseland and Rivas, Igg4 ) . ,,Two caref u1_
ry chosen therapists can complement each other, s

strengths and weaknesses" while at the same time pro-
viding a nsuccessfur rore model for rerationships,,
(Siepker and Kandaras, I9B5r p. 27). Further, this
role modelling also provides ngroup members with moders
for appropriate communication, interaction and the
resolution of disputes" (Toseland and Rivas , IgB4 |
p.108).

This moderling component has further implications
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if a male-female team is used. The co-therapists may

then also provide gender role models and at times be

viewed as symbolic parents (Goldenbêrg, I9B5). I feel
this latter point is particularry rerevant to the use
of group therapy in residential settings. These
adol-escents, by virtue of their deveropmentar stage,
are Ín the process of renegotiating their reiationships
with their families, and in many cases, âttempting to
resolve issues arising from family dysfunction. This
process, however, is not occurring within the context
of the family but rather within a somewhat artificiar
group living environment. Thus r feel that male-female
co-leaders courd be used to faciritate the resolution
of both deveropmental issues as welr as issues relaling
to past experiences within their families of origin.

Another advantage to using two leaders rerates to
the control element within the group. As wil_l be

highrighted rater in this riterature review, behavior
control can be a major factor in running a group for
troubled adolescents. Using two leaders however, can
aid in limit setting and decrease the potential for
disruption. If one member(s) is acting-out, one leader
can deal with this member(s) whiÌe the other deals with
the group as a whole.

FinaIly, having two leaders aids in the actual



execution of group activities such as

allows for easier use of sub_groups for
tasks and related exercises.

To concrude this section on leadership ¡ ã word of
caution is necessary. Despite the advantages of co-
leadership, both to the leaders and the group members,
using two leaders requires extra coordination between
the leaders. They must ensure that they are working
together, with the same goals and expectations. To
facilitate this, debriefing after each group session is
extremely important. "Dur ing these meetings r co_
leaders should review what they did well together, what
difficurties they experienced, how they pran to work
together during the next meeting and how members and
the group as a whole are progressing,, (Tosel_and and
Rivas, I984, p. 109).

Group Dynamics

rn order to be an effective group reader one must
first have a general understanding of group dynamics.
Basic to this understanding is the concept that groups
are' in essence, social systems. Further, ,,a system is
made up of elements and their interactions (and thus
groups) can be defined as people and their inter-
actions" (ToseIand & Rivas, ]-gB4t p. 56). These inter_
actions become what the Ìiterature commonly refers to

L2

role-plays and

problem- solv ing
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as group process. "This group process generates unique
forces that infruence group members and the group as a

whole" (Toseland ç Rivas, 1984, p. 26). It is these
forces that become known as the group dynamics of a

particular group.

Toserand and Rivas identify four fundamentar areas
of group dynamics which are especiarly important to
understanding group development. ',These areas include
1) the communication and interaction patterns occurring
in groups , 2) the attraction of groups for their
members, 3) the sociar contrors that are exerted in
groups, and 4) the curture that deverops in groups"
(Toseland ç nivas , IgB4, p. 57) . Borrowing from these
authorsr categories r wirr briefly outline the main
components of each of these four areas.
1) Communication and Interactiqn patterns:

sociar interaction is the interplay between in-
dividuars and involves both the verbar and non-verbar
components of communication. As such, whenever people
are together communication occurs and this communica_
tion is intended to convey a nessage to the receiver of
the communication. "Silence for example, can
communicate disinterest, sorrow, thoughtfurness, or
anger" (Toseland & Rivas Ì IgB4t p. 58). Futhermore,
peopre communicate information for many reasons. some
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of these reasons may include gaining or maintaining
control, defending oneserf, estabrishing relationships,
gaining approval, or seeking support.

"workers who are aware that group members
communicate for many reasons can observe and assess the
communication and interaction patterns of each group
member and of the group as a whol_en (Tose1and & Rivas,
r984, p. 5B). Futhermore, if groups represent a micro-
cosm of a memberfs greater experience, communication
patterns within the group can be seen as representative
of a member's outside interaction patterns, and the
inherent strengths and weaknesses of these patterns
assessed.

Not.only are messages or communications sent with
a specific intent but they are arso received selective_
ly. "selective attention refers to the screening of
messages so that they are congruent with oners belief
system" (Toseland & Rivas t IgB4, p. 58). fhus, the
receiving of communication is based on a member I s past
experiences, beliefs, varues, and each memberrs percep-
tion of a particurar communication wilr be unÍquery
different from all other members. Futhermore,
"sel-ected screening sometimes resur-ts in blocking of
messages so that they are not decoded and received,,
(Tosel-and ç Rivas , IgB4, p. 58) .
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Another barrier to effective communication occurs
when communications are distorted in their transmis-
sion. such distortions may occur as a result of
differences in race, social status, cuJ-turar background
or due to externar sources such as noise or other
distractions.

Although as a group worker it is impossible to
assess alr communication occurring within a group,
awareness of the aforementioned concepts is essentiar.
Providing feedback of the comnunication occurring in
the groupr âs it occurs, is one method of preventing
misunderstandings or confricts from ar ising out of
dístorted communications. paraphrasing the content of
messages and perception checking for the member, s feet-
ings regarding his,/her message are two other techniques
which can assist in gaining clarity in communication
(Tose1and a Rivas, l9B4).

"rn addition to becoming aware of communication
processes, one must also consider patterns of inter_
action that develop in a group,, (Toseland & Rivasr
1984 r p' 59) . For exampre, communication may be

"leader-centered,, whereby the Ieader is central to aIl
communication, .either sending or receiving. Communica_
tion patterns may also occur in a regimented fashion
with members taking turns speaking or with one member
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monopolizing communication with either the reader or a

particular member (Toseland ç Rivasr I9g4). Final'y,
interaction patterns may be nfree-floating', in which
all members take responsibirty for communicating
(Toseland ç Rivas, lg}4t p. 60).

This latter type of interaction pattern is refer-
red to as ngroup-centered' communication. Toseland and
Rivas suggest this is the most appropriate form of

' treatment group communication as it increases the
amount of interaction, aids in attaining commitment to
the group and arlows members to communicate with each
other.

rn order to faciritate appropriate interaction
patterns, the group worker shourd be aware of the major
factors which contribute to their deveropment and main-
tenance ' rhis knowledge can ar-so assist the worker in
assessing ongoing patterns and implenenting modifica-
tions where necessary. Toseland and Rivas (19g4) out_
line four najor influences on the patterns of inter-
act ion which develop in a group. For-rowing their
scheme, I will briefly outline each of these.

Verbal and

leader s andrlor

patterns or mod

a) Cues and Reinforcers:
non-verbal behaviors can be used by

members to reinforce appropr iate
ify ínappropriate patterns. For
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example , t'cues such as words r gêstures r of select ive
attention can act as signals to group members to tar_k
more or less frequentlyr (Toseland & Rivas , I9g4 ¡ p.
60).

b) Enotional_Bonds:

"positive emotionar bonds such as riking and at-
traction serve to increase interpersonal interaction
and negative emotionar bonds reduce soridarity between
members and result in decreased interpersonal- inter-
action" (Tose1and & Rivas r I9g4 ¡ p. 60) . Common
interests, socioemotional needsr pâst experiences, and
demographic character istics tend to faciritate the
development of positive bonds between members.

c) Subgroups:

within the main group occur in all
groups, however, they can become a problem, especially
in terms of interaction patterns, when alliances to the
subgroup override arliances to the larger group. For
exampJ'e, subgroup members may charlenge the leader I s
authority or become disruptive by talking amongst them-
selves. Members may also interrupt, not listen to, or
engage in negative responses to those who are not a
part of the subgroup (Toseland & Rivas, 1984).
strateg ies for preventing and/or alreviat ing these
problems are outlined in the section pertaining to

Subgroups
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strategies and

9roup.

techniques for leading an adolescent

d) size:
Although the number of potentiar rerationships

increases as the group size increases, as size in_
creases the opportunities to communicate decrease.
Furthermore, as the size of a group increases ,,the
number of potential rerationships increases rapidly,
placing greater emotionar demand on the member, and
creating the need for greater coordÍnation of the
group" on the part of the leader (Hartford, L97I¡ p.
163). As size increases so too does the potentiar for
subgroup development (Toseland & Rivas t L9B4). As
welI, individuars wilr tend to "speciarize in some
aspect of the interaction process . . . assuming more
specified rores" and thereby ressen the occurrence of
spontaneous interaction amongst members (Hartford,
I97Lr p. 164). Tf, however, the group is too small,
there is the possibirity of coalitions of two members
against the third deveroping, which in turn becomes
destructive to the overall group process. Futhermore,
when "there are onJ-y two or three members the power of
the relationships may become more important than the
task" (Hartford, I97L, p. 161).

fn terms of optimal size for a group, the
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literature suggests five through seven to be most
favorable (Hartford, 197I) . fn childrenr s group
therapy practice, there is also considerabre agreement
regarding an optimal size of five to seven. This size
can be'increased by the therapist with the addition of
a co-therapistn (Neuhaus, 19g5, p. 701.
2') Gf oup Attraction:

'Group attraction or group cohesion . . . can be
defined as the result of alr forces acting on members
to remain in a group" (Toseland & Rivas, J_984 , p. 65 ) .
some of these forcesr âs outrined by cartwright (rg6B),
include the group goals and the Íncentives these earry I
the motivation of a member in terms of his or her needs
that can be met by the group, and the attractiveness of
other members of. the group, i.e. perceived benefit from
being a part of the group and being abre to achieve
goals through the group that could not be achieved
al0ne (cartwrightr 1g6B; Hartford t rgTr¡ Toseland &

Rivas¡ I9B4). Douglas (Ig7g) defines cohesion as the
"satisfactions that members derive from being a part of
the group with the wilringness to v¡ork for and with the
group with the recognition of belonging to the group,
i.e. being 'includedrn (Douglas, I979, p.6B).

High cohesion within a group increases the
influence of group members, helps deveJ_op trust and
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improves the effectiveness of group functioning and the
accomplishment of tasks and goals (Tose1and & Rivas,
I9B4i Douglas, LgTg). As cohesion increases it takes
on a contror function in that as "trust devel.ps,
greater pressure can be exerted on members and deviants
can be excluded" (Douglas, l-979, p. 69) .

In regard to treatment groups, yalom (l-975) found
that cohesiveness leads to increased self-esteem, more
wilringness to listen to others, freer expression of
feeling, better reality testing,
confidence and the effective use of
evaluations in enhancing a member I s

(Yalom , Ig75) .

fn terms of obtaining group cohesion, Douglas
(r979) highlights the forl0wing factors as being impor-
tant: f) positive feedback to members; Z) the develop_
mental stage of the group, i.e. trust takes time to
develop; 3) status of the groupi 4) awareness by the
members that some of their needs can and will be met
through the group; and 5) heightened interaction and
therefore sma11 group size (Douglas, IgTg). Since a
degree of group cohesion is necessary for a group to
function as a group, it is importanL to recognize that
iL does take time to devel0p. Furthermore, a degree of

greater self-
other members'

own development
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cohesion should be present before group tasks are begun
(Doug1as, L979).

3 ) Social_Controls:

"sociar contror is the term used to describe the
processes by which the group as a whore gains suffi-
cient compliance and conformity from its members to
enable it to function in an orderry manner,, (Toserand &

Rivas, 1984, p. 67). This social control develops as a

function of group norms and the estabrishment of roles
and status (Toseland & Rivas, l_984 ) .

Norms refer to the expectations and beliefs
regarding appropriate and inappropriate behavior both
f or group member s and f or the group as a whol_e
(Toseland ç nivas, 1984). .Norms develop as the group
develops. As members are rewarded for certain
behaviors and punished for other behaviors, norms be-
come clarified and correspondingry, the amount of per-
sonal power and control needed from the leader is
reduced" (Toseland & Rivas, IgB4, p. 67).

"Roles are shared expectations about the functions
of individuals in the group, and serve as a means of
social contror in groups by prescribing how members

should behave in certain situations" (Toseland & Rivas,
1984r p. 68). Examples of such roles are ! the
initiator, the mediator, the clarifier, the gatekeeper,
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the aggressor ' the group clown, the harmon izer and the
scapegoat. As members function in these rol_es, it will
become expected that they continue to take on these
roles' For example, "group members will learn to wait
for the initiator to initiate or the mediator to
mediate" (gartford, I97I, p. ZL7).

It becomes the leaders I responsibility to re_
inforce those roles which are productive for group
functioning and discourage those ror-es which are
destructive to either an individuaÌ's functioning in
the group or to overal-1 group functioning. ,,One danger
in any establishment of roles within the groupr whêther
related to individual functioning or group functioning,

. is the establishment of stereotypes,, as this
serves to limit the range of acceptabre behavior for
any given member (Hartford, Ig7I, p. 218).

Membersr status within the group also provides a

social control function. For example, those members
with low-status wirr tend to be the r-east conforming as
they have Iittle to lose. "Middle-status members tend
to conform to group norms so that they can retain their
status and perhaps gain a higher status,, (Toseland &

Rivasì 1984, p. 69). High-status members, although
they usualry conform, frây, because of their position,
deviate from the norms with littre or no sanctions from
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other group members (Toseland & Rivas, l9B4).
Determining an optimar level of social control

becomes dependent on the purpose of the group. For
exampre r â highly structured, task-oriented group,
which is required to be very efficient, woul-d require a

higher degree of conformity with ress option for in-
dividual freedom. Less structured groups with more
emphasis on individuality courd torerate a rooser rever
of control and a broader range of acceptabre behavior
(Toseland a Rivas, 19B4).

4) croup Culture:

"Group curture refers to varues, beliefs, customs
and traditions that are held in common by group
members" (Toseland a Rivas , IgB4, p. 7f) . This would
be an especiarry rerevant factor for a group made up of
members froin a sub-culture of the larger society.
Group leaders should always be aware of from whaL

larger environment the members originate and be sensi-
tive to the effect this may have on group deveropment
and group process (Toseland ç Rivas, I9B4).
Stages cf Group_Development

fn order to run a successful group program, the
leaders must have a general understanding of group
development and how this in turn infruences the actuar_
planning of each session. Although different authors
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propose dif ferent moders of group development ,,most

models propose that all groups pass through similar
stages of deveropment" (Toseland & Rivas , rg}4 | p. 72) .
some of these moders have up to seven progressive
stagesr âs is the case with Sarri and Galinskyrs model
(Heap, r97B). Regardress of which moder is considered,
however, they aII view group development a pro_
gressive process. Each stage of group devel0pment has
corresponding tasks which must be comp]_eted before
movement to the next stage occurs.

Gumaer (1984) outlines four main stages of group
development entitled establishment, expJ_orationr work
and termination. In this section r will_ briefly out_
line each of these stages in terms of what dynamics
occur and what the group tasks are for each stage.
1) Establig.I!9q!_q.!e9.q:

This is the first stage of group development.
Group members wirr be somewhat anxious and insecure
about the group and may demonstrate this by being
restl-ess, late arriving and giggly. These behaviors
are normar- and should not be considered disruptive and
in need of consequencing.

At this stage the group leaders must establish the
purpose of the groupr provide structure and a110w mem-

bers the opportunity to get to know each other. The
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focus of the group in this initial stage is to,,aid in
developing acceptance, trust and cohesion and to herp
members to become more serf-aware and self-aècepting,,
(Gumaer , 1984, p. 224). Special attention should be
given to engage all members by soliciting interaction
and providing verbar praise to reinforce these con-
tributions, thereby encouraging increased participation.

The amount of self-discrosure at this stage wirl
be relativery superficiar. positive feedback herps
ensure feerings of security and mutuar trust between
members which in turn wirl help increase the lever of
self-disclosure.
2) Exploration Stage:

During this stage members "are no ronger anxious
about a ne$J experience however wilr experience anxiety
and defensiveness resulting from a fear of greater
personalization', (Gumaer I LgB4, p. 230 ) . The prospect
of self-discrosure can be very threatening and as
anxiety increasesr âttempts to change the subject or an

increase in members terling exaggerated stories of past
experiences (deJ_inquent behavior, drugs, alcohol) is
common during this stage.

The l-eader I s f unction becomes that of pranning
sessions that "graduarÌy invorve intermediate leve1s of
sel-f-disclosure and helping members explore and under_
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stand the rerationship of feerings and behaviors in
self and others" (Gumaer I L}BA I p. 230) .

Gumaer (r984) arso suggests that it is important
to introduce the concept of feedback during this second
stage. This refers to having the group members expe_
rience both giving and receiving positive feedback
(cornpriments) . Leaders should also model such behavior
toward the members and arso help rink feerings and
behaviors for the members when necessary.
3 ) work Stage:

This stage has been described as the ,,essential
life of a group" (Mahler, 1969r p. 152). During this
stage the l-evel of secur ity and f eelings of group
cohesion arlow for a maximum of serf-discrosure and
productive problem-solving .

The leadersr tasks at this stage include helping
members to "1) continue to self-discrose at a deep
level , 2) examine alternative ways of behaving, 3 )

examine consequences for behavior before initiating
behavior, 4) identify sociarry ineffective and effec-
tive behaviors , 5) rearn to assume responsibility for
behavioral choice , 6) learn self_control , 7) learn
effective decision making and probrem-sorving ski1rs,,
(Gumaer, l-984 p. 231) .

Confrontation of negative behaviors ( feedbac k )
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should arso be incorporated into this stage combined,

of course, with continued use of positive feedback. rt
is important to note that confrontation or negative
feedback must be undertaken in a constructive fashion.
4) Termination Stage:

This is the final stage in group development. rt
is a period of integration and summing up of accom-

plishments made during the program. At this' point
members should have integrated the new behaviors and

serf-perceptions well enough to be incorporating them

into their interactions outside of the group. Role-
playing is herpful at this point to practise new skills
as they may be used in the future, while still within
the safe confines of the group.

Leader tasks during the termination stage (which

consists of two to three sessions) should include
identifying for the members the gains they have made

while also helping them understand the ambivalent feer-
ings endings arouse. Activities should be designed to
move away from deep sel-f-disclosure to more superficial
self-disclosure levels, however there should be a con-
tinued emphasis on feelings and positive feedback. The

\final session should provide for some symboric ending
to complete the termination process. For example,

members often enjoy using the finar session for review
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followed with a group party.
Al-though within the group home setting members

wil-l stil-1 be riving together after the group program

is completed, it is still important to acknowledge

termination of the "group'and thus the aforementioned
tasks and planning should occur.

These then are the four stages of group

development. Each stage must be compreted before the
next stage begins and typically all groups develop in
this fashion. with this generar framework in mind r
wourd l-ike to now focus more specificalry on adorescent

9roups. After briefly reviewing why adorescent therapy
groups are an effective treatment modality, r wirr
explore issues of particular importance for the
facilitators (leaders) of adolescent groups.
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CHAPTER 2 _ GROUP INTERVENTION I^TITH ADOLESCENTS

Adolescents
The stage of adolescence involves the movement

away from the famiry and increasing reliance on the
peer group. The peer group herps ador_escents form
their self-concepts, achieve independence from famiry
or caretakers, establish r¡¡ays of relating to others and
provides a forum for experimenting with various roles
(Rogers, ;-977 ) . The peer group also provides
"adorescents with support during the process of
establishing self-autonomy and a haven of security
during Lheir initial (movement) into the Iarger worl-d,,
(Rogers, 1977 r p. 307). other authors, such as
Konopka, view the importance of group life as being the
strongest during adolescence (Konopka, l_983, p. 3B).

Group therapy with this age group can thus be
viewed as capitari zing on the deveropmentatly
appropriate affiriation with the peer group. Berr_iner
(1982) 

' in her discussion of treatment groups for
sexualJ-y abused ado-r-escents states Lhat ,,from a cr_ini-
cal, devel0pmentar standpoint, group is particularty
appropriate as a treatment modarity for teenagers,,
(BerIiner , IgB2, p. ll) .

Treatrnent groups can provide members with the
opportunity to vicariously l-earn about themselves
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through the experiences of others in the groupr r€_
enact past problems with relationships and engage in
collective probrem-sorving, role-praying and rehearsing
ne\¡¡, alternative behaviors. This peer feedback,
inherent in group therapy, is viewed by Toseland and

Rivas (r984 ) as particularry benef iciar for ador-es-
cents. Group therapy with adorescents offers the
opportunity for "getting support for feelings and

actions, having access to information, sharing expe_
riences, practising new behaviors and asking for help
in a forum which is in keeping with the adorescentrs
developmental needs" (Berliner r l g82, p. ].2) .

"while the incrusion of a peer group can maximize
the effectiveness of psychotherapy with adorescents
(one) must not ignore the important ror-e an adurt, as

leader' can play in the rife of a deveroping teenager,,
(Hurst ç Gladieux, 1980, p. 15I). although adolescence
is a time for separating from parents (adutts) and

undergoing the process of individuation, the adolescent
still requires a degree of structure and adurt rore-
modeling from the adults in his/her life. without
this, the adorescent has no frame of reference from
which to branch away, in attempts to complete his or
her identity formation tasks. The chirdren praced in a

ific Leadership Issues !or adolescent Groups
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group home facility, however, often rack this parental
influence as they have r-ittre or no contact with their
families' The group readers, then, take on aspects of
this roler providing for the adorescent both the rore
model of an adequate adult and the faciritator in the
development of nev¡, more adaptive coping mechanisms and
improved interpersonal skills.

Although this age group can be a particularly
difficult age group to work with in a group therapy
format, some of these difficulties can be overcome by
addressing the forlowing issues highrighted by Hurst
and Gr-adieux (1980) in their article entitled ,,cuide-
lines For Leading An Adol-escent Therapy Group.,, These
authors identify particurar readership qualities that
are important in facilitating group cohesion and buird-
ing trust.

Firstly, the readers must immediately estabr_ish a

tone of comfort and safety. "Lacking in the sociar
skiri-s and sophistication necessary to be comfortabre
in a group of unfamiriar individuars, adorescents are
likery to become overry and unproductivery anxious,,
(Hurst & Gladieux, l-980, p. I52) . By establishing a

safe relaxed atmosphere r ighL from the star t the
leaders are then in a better position to moder the very
interpersonar- skirrs these ador-escents are r-acking.
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"An effective adorescent group leader is usuarry
active and often directive, providing structure and

setting timits without being domineering,, (Hurst &

Gladieux, 1980, p. I5z). Leaders must also convey both
caring for, and understanding of, the adol-escent and

their concerns. It is also important that 1eaders
respect each member as an individuar with his or her
own special uniqueness. Adolescents are very quick to
realize when adults are either patron ízing or insincere
in their attempts to understand them. As such,
conveying this message on the part of the reader wourd
predetermine group failure.

The group reader must aÌso be abr-e to express
himself/herself on an affective rever and be prepared
for a degree of serf-discrosure. This is especiarly
important in terms of serf-discrosure regarding the
leaderrs own adolescence. "while the degree of sel-f_
disclosure is a matter of individuar styre and personar
choice, some personar sharing seems essentiar as it
enabl-es the adorescent to identify with and deverop
insight into the personarity and behavior of an impor-
tant adult modefi (Hurst & Gladieux, 1980, p. 153). It
shourd be noted, however, that this discrosure is not
intended to place the l-eader in the light of being "one
of the gvys/girrs." rt is arso not meant to be a form
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common

pitfall in working with adorescents and can quickJ_y
minimize therapeutic effectiveness. The potentiarry
high Ìevel of emotionar- intensity in adorescent therapy
groups requires that readers be carefur to scrutinize
their own personal motives or agenda. t'Per sonal
material shourd be used only for faciritating the tasks
of the group and onry when the reader has objectivity
and perspective on the relevance of an event to hisr/her
own life" (Hurst & Gladieux, 1980, p. 153).

The final component mentioned by the above authors
relating to readership styres is that the ,'effective
adorescent group leader must be comfortable with the
use of physicar contact (touching) as a means of re-
assurance and control within a group session,, (Hurst &

Gladieux, l-980, p. 153 ) . This does not mean that the
group therapy should be used as a means to get
adolescents to "blow" as is the focus at some treatment
centers. I feel the philosophy of the group program
should be consistent with the general phirosophy of the
group home setting which views physical restraint as a

technique which shourd only be used in extreme circum-
stances when physicaÌ safety of an aggressive member is
in danger. The earrier reference to physical contact
refers to using physicar- touch as a way of calming
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anxious members. placing your hand on the knee or
shoulder of a member who is becoming agitated can herp
diffuse a situation before it becomes an incident. The

use of physical touch arso provides security and herps
reduce the anxiety evoked by personar serf-discr-osure
and serves to create feelings of warmth and security.
geginninq An Adolescent Therapy croup

The first group meeting is of special importance
as it sets the tone for the remainder of the group
therapy program. rn order for the group to achieve its
maximum potentiar, there are severar tasks which Lhe

therapist must attend to during the initial session.
The first task is to decrease the anxiety of the mem-

bers and thus estabrish a tone of openness and safety.
SecondIy, the therapists must ,'def ine the groupr s

limits and boundaries by crarifying the agreements and

structure within which the group wirl function.
Thirdly, they must engage the membersr interests and

evoke their sense of responsibi.rity for determining the
groupts direction" (Hurst c Gladieux, l9B0

Fixed membership and regular attendance
insured confidentiality are also important
in the first session.

r p. 154).

as well as

to establish

Attendance at group

the group home's overall

should be considered part of
program. Since most place-
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ments extend for a year, fixed membership could be
guaranteed for this initial trial program. fn the
future, the existence of an ongoing group therapy
program wourd require some modifications in order to
effectivery terminate those residents who were facing
discharge. sensitivity to the incorporation of new
members wourd arso dictate some program modifications.
rt is this writerrs opinion, however, that this move-
ment wour-d not sufficientry arter the overarr- effec_
tiveness of the group therapy program.

Confidentiality would be assured within some
limits which the group would need to be made aware of
during the first session. It is recommended that group
leaders should not report back to other staff members,
parents or teachers the specific content of the group
sessions' rfr however, information was given in group
that the leaders had a regar responsibility to report,
the group member would be informed that confidentiality
would have to be breached. Second]y, if information
was disclosed that was pertinent to a member, s
individual program or treatment plan, that child would
be encouraged to share that information with his or her
key worker ' rf this does not occur, and in the judge-
ment of the group readers a breach of confidentiarity
is necessary, such a decision wourd be discussed witn
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the chil-d in question.

Total condidentiality within a group home setting
wourd be unrearistic to guarantee. Further, such a

guarantee might actual_ly work to the child's detriment.
For exampre , íf a chir-d disclosed in group that he was

experiencing extreme anxiety during home visits out of
fear that his step-father may once again assaurt him,
not informing his .key worker would resurt in the
chirdrs continued fear and anxiety during home visits.
rn an ef fort to dear with this anxiety, the chird wour_d

quite rikely resort to maradaptive coping mechanisms

such as running, acting out or delinquencies.
Another task of the leaders during the first few

sessions is "to convey the notion that each member is
responsible for the groupts deveropmentn (Hurst &

GIadieux, 1980 , p. 154 ) . An important aspect of
achieving this is to be very supportive of the member, s

attempts to begin conversation and engage others even

if at times the content is off topic (discretion re-
quired). By placing responsibility for group devefop_
ment on the members, the rore of the readers, although
still important, .is somewhat demystified. This in turn
helps give the adolescent a sense of personar power and

feeling of importance to the group.
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strateqies and Techniques for Leadinq an Ador-escentf irerapy Cr :-- 1

Hurst and Gladieux (1980 ) identify three main
categories of techniques that are of particurar impor-
tance when leading an adolescent therapy group. Using
their headings, r wilt briefly describe them as they
pertain to this proposed program

1) Validation_and Affirmation:
Although a therapist hopes for his or her group

program to be a positive experience for ar-l involved,
the reality is that when running a group for
adolescents there wirr be periods characterised by
conflict, struggle and confrontation. When this occurs
the leaders may well feel both hurt and angry and

become overwhelmed with the dynamics that deverop. ,,rt
is essential however that the group leader(s) create
and maintain an environment that affirms and varidates
the worthiness and inner strength of the group and of
each member" (Hurst & Gladieux, l_980, p. 155) . It is
very important that the leaders not begin the group
with preconceived notions of what "shourd occur,,, or
what gains "shourd" be, made as this becomes a set-up
for disappointment if the leadersr private expectations
are not met. Hurst and Gl_adieux (1980) stress that it
is important for leaders to focus on what uis,, happen_

ing as opposed to what shourd be happening and to

f
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search for the positive content rather than focus on
the negative. "This is especiarry important for ado-
lescents whose sel_f-image may be negative,, to begin
with (gurst ç Gladieux, I980, p. I55).

Another important issue to be aware of when
running an adorescent group is their tendency to ,,mask

expressions of caring and desire for intimacy with
sarcasm and put-downs', (Hurst & Gladieux, 1980, p.
156). Rather than confront such behavior it becomes
the leaders job to identify the positive statements
hidden in the adorescents' behavior and to herp them
learn to both recognize and express themselves in a

more appropriate fashion.

Many of the adolescents pJ_aced in a res identiar
setting have a fairry lengthy history of very tragic
circumstances. As members begin to disclose this
information, the therapists must be carefur of their
responses to the information. A common pitfall for
new, inexperienced workers is to be overly sympathetic.
while sympathy is important in terms of varidation, the
therapist must also herp the ador-escent focus on
his,/her feerings and provide assistance in identifying
the furl- scope of the probrem and how to more adaptive-
ly deal with the circumstances.
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Another common mistake when working with adoles-
cents, especialry in a group setting, is to view their
discussion of cars ¡ videos, and rock musicr âs off
topic and as a way of avoiding ndearing with the
issues. tt Pushing Lhe adol-escent to discuss more

"meaningful" topics, especiarly in the earry stages of
the group, however, wirl only serve to increase resis-
tance and al_ienate the therapists. Rather, it becomes
the leaders task to accept what they feer is important
to discuss whire at the same time using this as the
avenue through which to direct more personal
discussion. "It is usually best to begin where the
adolescent is comfortabre and, through reinforcement
(verbal and non-verbar) and questioning, read a member

to material- that requires greater self-disclosure or
analysis" (Hurst ç Gladieux, 1980, p. l_56) .

The adolescentsr discussion of abstract or phiro-
sophical topics must arso not be automaticarry viewed
as avoidance of the more pertinent subject matter.
Rather the readers shourd be aware that for the ador_es-

cent r lr¡ho is struggling with his,/her own identity
formation issues r the group therapy environment
(especially if seen as safe) can become a ,'testing
ground for the formation of va.r-ues and the deveropment
of ideas" (Hurst & GIadieux, 1980, p. 157).
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Hurst and Gladieux (1980) note that adolescents
tend not to make connections and associations between
experiences and events. This has also been my expe_
rience when working with troubted adolescents. Issues
and conversations, without adequate direction¡, tend to
retain their isoj_ated focus. In a group therapy
program it is therefore important that the therapist
help the group members "recognise rather than deny
these connections by stressing the continuity of issues
both within each session and from one session to the
next" (Hurst c Gladieux, 1980, p. 157). This should be

done by summarizing at the end of each group session by
the readers with the assistance of group members.

rssues not completely deart with in one session shourd
also be re-introduced in the next session.

As is the case in most groups, the adolescent
therapy group usually contains people who differ
markedly in their levels of maturity, sel_f-confidence
and ability to communicate. Thus, different strategies
may be carred for in order to encourage each person,s
growth within the group and to insure the validation
and affirmation of each member (Hurst & Gladieux, 1980,
p. lsB).

One çvay these differences
the group is by one or a

may manifest themselves

few members remaining1n
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silent. Especially in the group's earry stages this
may provide such members with a "saf e out,,. By being
passive they do not have to risk serf-discrosure or
take any responsibility for the group process.

In the early stages, when this occurs, the group
leaders must take action to ensure each participant is
engaged in some interaction by directing questions at
them or reques t ing responses to other s I comments . ,,As

the group progresses and after much Lesting behavior,
reticent membersr reserve usually gives way to acLive
participation" (Hurst a Gladieux, rgB0, p. 158). Those
members who do continue to remain detached as the group
progresses may be reacting to several possible issues,
which leaders should be aware of.

Their siJ-ence may serve as a way to protect them-
selves either from a preceived threat of criticism from
others or as a way in which to ward off anyone,s
intrusion into their "lif e-space. " ,,There are also
group members whose siÌence comes not out of shyness
and self-protection, but rather out of a wish to draw
attention to themselves or to be withhotding, punitive
or rebel-1ious,' (Hurst & GIadieux, 1980, p. I5B).

Regardless of the roots¡ â member(s) continued
ref usa-l- to par t ic ipate even minimalry wirt have con-
sequences both f.or the group and the individual_ (s) .
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Group members, arthough they may initiarry be very
tolerant and attempL to draw these members in, will
undoubtedry 10se patience and eventually become angry
and frustrated. For example, they may well grow to
resent these menflcer ( s) as their lack of participation
requires the responsibility for the group to not be

shared equaJ-ly. Furthermore, active members may feer
less secure with personar risking if this sharing is
not practised by alr members. The trust established
during the early stages could break down if the non_
par t ic ipat ion of one or two member s is ar-l0wed to
continue. rt should arso be remembered that those who
choose to stay on the side lines are just as needy as
those who more actively reach out.

One way of engaging such members is to begin by
reinforcing their non-active, yet positive invorvement
with the group process. For example ¡ â member may be

activery ristening, forrowing the discussion and non-
verbally responding to the dynamics. This is much

different from a member who is there onty because
he,/she has to be and who pays no

content of the group discussion.
attention to the

In the former situa-
tion encouragement and positive reinforcment for their
efforts may help serve to draw them into more active
group participation.
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Hurst and Gladieux (I980) also suggest using what
they call the "indirect approach.' For example, ,,if a

group member discusses a personar diremmar âsk the
sirent member how he,/she wourd handre the situation
rather than prompting him,/her for an equally personal
revelation" (Hurst & Gladieux, 1980 , p. r-5g ) . This
approach serves to help draw the adorescent in, while
at the same t ime respect ing h i srlher need f or some

personal distance. Quite likely any responses given in
this fashion wilr pertain to his/her own context and

thus, even if indirectry, aid the sirent member in
integrating new problem-solving strategies.
2) Leader Shari of Thought process About The croup:

As staLed earrier, it is important in adolescent
groups for the r-eaders to be both open and sharing of
their own feerings in order to facilitate interaction.
There are severa]- aspects to th is shar ing process that
are important to consider when working with this age

group.

Although there is often the temptation to dear
with l-4-17 year ords as adurts, one must remember they
are not adults and therefore do not hàve the
sophistication of adurts. street rife has given many

of these chirdren a superficiar degree of sophistica-
tion much beyond their years and even the most seasoned
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workers must remind themselves wheré these adolescents
really are in terms of their cognitive development and

emotional development. An area where this is
especially relevant is in the use of interpretation.
"when faced with interpretations and twhy' questions,
adolescents tend to feel defensive, analysed, iudged
and alienated from the process of mutual discovery with
an adult. Moreover, adult interpretations tend to be

too cognitive and conceptualry removed for an adoles-
centst understanding of his experience to be useful"
(Hurst & Gladieux, 1980, p. 160). Furthermore, while
the older adorescent may understand your interpretation
and in f act see its mer it, he,/she may re ject it solery
on the basis of being an ,,adultrs,, opinion. Such

resistance only serves to negate any potential learning
that may have occurred as a resurt of the interchange.

A more productive approach involves responding to
the adolescent by offering several possible alter-
natives and allowing the adolescent to then discover
for himserf/herself the expJ-anation or solution which

best suits his/her situation. rt is very important for
adolescents to be helped to deverop this serf-
examination/problem-solving abirity and one of the

best ways to facilitate this is by invorving them in
"active learning. "
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Another way of incorporating this approach would
be for the leader to respond by giving severar arter-
nat ive hypotheses us ing as an examp1e , ,, I f that
happened to me Itd feel hurt, angry, and quite sad.,,
"By actualry identifying a range of possibr-e f eer-ings,
the leader herps the adolescent obtain crarity, whire
stilr allowing choice and the opportunity to recognize
(which) of the identified feerings are his/her own,,
(Hurst c Gladieux, 1980, p. 160). This would be an

especial-1y important technique for the adolescents in
group homes. Their row self-esteem and past abusive
rerationships have left many of them unabre to focus on

their own feelings in an appropriate way and to
accuratery identify what feeling states are aroused by
different situations. Their long histor ies of
emotionar- pain and hurt have resulted in many of them
repressing their true feerings, and instead focusing
onJ-y on a narrow range, prinarily anger. By using the
aforementioned strategy, the leaders not onry moder the
expression of a broad range of feelings but give
"permission" to experience these feelings

Hurst and Gladieux (I980) cite another concept
that is important in facilitating group probJ-em-

solving. when faced with a difficurt situation and/or
behav ior , as l_eaders there is a temptation to not
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respond untiÌ you understand the dynamics and know what
the solution is. Although this may be a more comfort-
able stance for the leaders, as it provides for a

feering of contror in the situation, it takes away

responsibility from the group member in question and

from the group in general.

An ar-ternative route is for the group readers to
open the dilemma up for group discussion. ,,Stating the
diremma alrows for movement of group energy and

spontaneity as the readers are not encumbered with
finding the "right" approach when they observe behavior
or process that needs comrnent or attention,, (Hurst &

Gladieux, f980, p. 160). Furthermore, this serves to
directly invorve the individuar- in question in the
resolution of the probrem rather than his behavior
being "acted upon" by others. Another bene'fit derived
from using this approach is that it identifies for the
adolescents that not knowing the right answer is not
necessarily a weakness or something that "adults" never
experience. rt also "effectiveJ-y moders the process of
arriving at resolutions with the assistance of others,,
(Hurst & Gladieux, l_980, p. l_60 ) .

Another "effective therapeutic technique to use on

many occasions involves the group leadersr sharing
their reasons with regards to why they make a
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particular intervention or shift the focus of the group
f rom one topic to another,' (Hurst & Gladieux, 19B0 , p.
160) ' This serves to help build group cohesion and
more importantry takes away from feerings that the
group is being directed by the adur-ts arbitrariry.
"openness regarding why the leader takes a particurar
direction in the group arrows the group members to have
a better understanding of group goals, to feer incruded
by the leader (s) rather than directed by them and to
see that the group proceeds in a purposeful, rather
than an arbitrary manner,, (Hurst & Gtadieux, l_980, p.
r60).

"rn an adolescent grou'¡ situations sometimes
arise which require the readerrs deft intervention and
if reft unchecked can prove detr imentar for the
individuals involved and impede group deveropment,,
(Hurst ç cladieux, 1980 ¡ p. 16I) . The rnost common

problems in adol-escent groups are behavioral. For
example, these may include aggression between members,
disruptive outbursts, arriving stoned or drunk or the
development of sub-groups which interrupt group process
by engaging in side conversations r giggling, or
whispering. "These behaviorar probrems can be viewed
not only as management difficulties for the leader (s)
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but also as attempts to resist or defend against the
therapeutic process of the group and against expected
or actual increased rever-s of interpersonar invorvement
or intimacy" (Hurst, & GIadieux, 1980, p. l-61) .

sudden outbursts, leaving the room for water or
the washroom, or suddenry becoming competitive with the
other members in terms of focusing on their own

exploits as being bigger, grander and more daring, must
not be viewed as solely a form of negative attention-
seeking behavior. Rather this sudden bravado on the
part of a group member is rikery a mask from which to
hide his,/her feering of insecurity, inadequacy and

fear. As such it is important not to simply confront
and consequence negative behavior but to work it
through in the group process. The readers must firmry
acknowredge the disruptive behavior and its con_
sequences for both the group and the individuar whir_e

at the same time bring the underrying feerings into the
open in a supportive and understanding fashion.

Group leaders shourd have rures and guiderines for
dearing with serioury disruptive behavior such as in-
toxicaLion or viorent outbursts, and these shourd be

clarified at the beginning of the group program. These
rules should be consistent with group home policy for
such behavior. For example , íf member (s) arrive for
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group either stoned or intoxicated r or if a member

becomes physicarry aggressive towards another member,

they should be asked to leave the group. When the
session is over, readers can then discuss the issue
with those in question and decide upon a course of
action. Less disruptive behavior shourd be deart with
within the group context if at all possible.. This
could be done through discussion oE t as in the case of
members who engage in side conversation, by placing one
of the leaders between disruptive members.
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CHAPTER 3 - GROUP TNTERVENTION IN RESIDENTIAL SETTINGS

Modifying=croyp_wgrk Theory For Group Work Innes identiar settinls-€
The preceding sections have discussed group work

theory and some of the issues pertaining specificarry
to group therapy with adorescents. This discussion has
been an overview, focusing on groups in general. Since
this proposal invol-ves facilitating a group therapy
program in a residentiar facility, attent.ion must arso
be given to modifying this theory to meet the specific
conditions inherenL in a residentiar mirieu. The for-
lowing section wirl outline some of the considerations
which must be taken into account when applying a

general group theory framework to group programs in a

group home.

One of the major differences between
groups operatirrg out of an agency or out_pat
and therapy groups in a residential facili
conditions under which these groups operate.

composition of group membership is one of the
conditions which varies greatry for these two Lypes of
groups. rn more traditional therapy groups, membership
is fixed for the duration of the group program. In a

group home, however, "at any one time the unit might
consist of residents who have just entered the unit,
those who are about to reave and those who farr some-

therapeut ic
ient clinic
ty is the
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where within this continuum" (Jacobs, I}BZ, p. 340).
As such, members wÍrl each be at their own unique stage
of acculturation within the group home setting.

This ever changing component of the group home

environment requires some modification to the more
traditionat moder- of group development presented
earlier in this report.

Jacobs (1982) conceptualizes group devel0pment in
residenLial settings as evorving in progressive stages.
Departure from the traditionar "stage deveropment,,
model occurs with the entry or departure of a member.

"Just prior to the change and immediatery forrowing,
the group wirl regress" to an earlier stage of group
development, with the corresponding issues and tasks
again becoming the object of the group process (Jacobs
r9B2 r p. 342) . when these issues have been resolved,
the group wirl once again hegin to progress through the
stages of group development in a linear fashion until
another membership shift occurs (Jacobs, ]-g82).

when faciritating a group within this type of an

environment, the readers must not only be aware of the
stages of group deveropment but arso rearise that ord
issues of acceptance, trust, and leadership, and Lhe
corresponding behaviors, wilr resurface as membership

changes. Helping group members recognize and negotiate
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these dynamics wil-j- serve to faci
sol-ution and thereby allow for a cont
movement of the group as a whole.

litate their re-
inued r progressive

Another major difference between traditional group
therapy and group home ntherapy groups,, is the lack of
a "time-out" in the latter type of group. Traditionar
group therapy invorves the group meeting at a specified
Lime and place, each session operating for one to two
hours. when the sessions are over, group members dis-
perse, each resuming his,/her unique routine . This
alrows for a time out from the other group members

until the next session. "This is not the case at the
residential setting, where the meeting room may

immediately be converted back into a riving room and

the rgroupt members remain in crose proximity to each
other since they live together,, (citelson, Ig82, p.
35s).

"Because the residents rive with each other and

are not able to get away, reflect or'cool_off,, iL may

be necessary to establish a more structured, controrled
atmosphere when working with groups" in a group home

setting (GiteIson, IgB2, p. 361). Without this, the
rgroup therapy' experience may be too intense for the
group members and result in excessive carry-over to the
living unit manifesting itserf as extreme acting-out
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behavior between sessions. Gitelson (19g2) points out,
however, that this does not impry avoiding sharing of
feelings or discussion of highly emotional topics,
Rather, he suggests that the nature of the riving unit
rnay require the group move more slowly, with more
structure imposed by the l_eaders.

Awareness of group development thus becomes
cruciar for readers, as the stage of group deveropment
wirr determine how much emotionar content the members

may be able to dear- with at any given time. Further-
more, the effects of entry or departure of members and
the corresponding regressive effects this has on group
development must also be taken into consideration when
planning the content of group sessions.

A third issue inherent in the group home setLing
which has imptications for a group therapy program is
the non-voluntary nature of the members. Residents
have been placed in the facility either by parents,
agencies or the courts. A common reaction to placement
is that they are not the ones with the problems but,
rather ' that fault lies with their families t ot past
caretakers. "Given this, the notion of negative resis-
tance to participation shour-d not onry be expected but
understood" (Gitelson, 1982, p. 360). Leaders must be

sensitive to the fact that, for these chirdren, being
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involved in group therapy first means acknowledging
"that there is in fact a problem" and this in turn can
be extremely threatening (Gitelson, L982, p. 360).

Group therapy literature suggests that in the
planning stage it is important that potentiar group
members "accept and identify with the major purpose for
the group so that they can utilize the group meetings
to their full advantage" (Tose1and & Rivas I ]tgt'4, p.
r24) - Tnherent in this statement is the idea that
members I want t to be there . Hov¿ever r âs Gitelson
points out, in a residential setting, ,,to talk about
the client having to rwantr to be there initiarly, is
to deny the facts that have brought the client to the
setting" (Citelson, IgB2t p. 360).

When beginning a group program in such a setting,
it is therefore important for readers to recognize this
dynamic and process it within the early stages of the
group program. For exampler Gitelson suggests that
initiarly "purticipation in the group may have to be
presented as a way of achieving one's goal--that is
leaving the institution,, or group home (Gitelson, IgBZ,
p. 360). As the group deverops, the leaders would then
work towards helping the members ,,acknowledge that
piece of the problem that he/she owns and then use the
(group) milieu to work on it" (Gitelson I LgBzI p. 360).
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AJ-though the nature of the group home environment
precludes having nidear" conditions for imprementing a
group therapy program, it is this writerrs contention
that these constraints shourd not prevent such a

program from being successful. WhaL is important is
that the leaders be aware of some of the added dynamics
resulting from the nature of the setting. , The success
of such a program, to a large degree r wil_l rest on
incorporating Lhese added dimensions into the overarl
planning of the group sessions.

"The major goal of residential care is the
development and growth of the individual ( through
residence in the setting) to enable the resident to re_
enter society" (Jacobs , 1982, p. 339) . However, as

Jacobs also points out, this goar is most often praced
within an individualistic focus. For example, ,,the

majority (of these settings) emphasize the individual,
his/her individual- needs and his,/her individual treat_
ment plan" (Jacobs, I9B2¡ p. 337). Although r
recognize the merit in treating each adolescent as a

unique individuar and focusing on his/her unique issues
and problem areas within a one-to-one counserring
format ' r also feer that such a focus may precÌude
incorporating anoLher var-uabre treatment modal-ity, that

Rationa _Bqsidential Settin
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of the group itself.
As arready outrined within the literature review,

the peer group is fundamentally important Lo adolescent
development. It is here they develop their setf_
concepts, achieve independence and experiment with ne$¡

and different roles (Rogers, Lg77).

The adolescents praced in group homes such as B &

L Homes for Children (the practicum setting) have a

wide variety of problem areas and many have long
histories of family disruption, parental abuse/neglect
and repeated school failure. They are often heavily
involved in substance abuse, j uvenile cr ime, running
and self-mutilation upon placement. on a psychorogical
l-evel, their self-concepts and sense of serf-worth have
either never deveroped in a positive direction or have
been distorted through negative life experiences.

Although these adolescents may receive varying
degrees of individual counserling, by virtue of their
being adorescents, they wourd benefit tremendousry from
the added experience of group therapy. Group inter_
venLion is an effective treatment modarity for adores-
cents. "A basic assumption of group intervention with
adolescents is that it herps in dearing with rife
situations and improving ser-f-image through peer feed-
back" (Raggr Heirnrich, Rowe I IgB2| p. 62L).
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Group therapy can be successfully used to help
develop trust, improve problem-sorving skirls, deverop
social skilrs, improve interpersonar- communication
skills and provide a safe prace in which to rehearse
new behaviors. Devel0ping these interpersonal skirrs,
in Lurnr provides an opportunity for these adorescents
to experience success and positive feedback. Success,
often a new experience for these adorescents, herps
improve self-esteem and, correspondingly, helps them
develop and integrate a more positive sel-f_concept.

Everything the individual experiences contributes
to Lhe formation of his,/her self-concept. Certain
experiences, however, especialry interpersonar- con-
tacts r play a more fundamentar rore than others
(Rogers, Lg77). "Through the acts and attitudes of
others, individuals rearn how they are perceived by
others and they are influenced to perceive themserves
in the same way', (Rogers, J'977 , p. 43) . I f , in adoles_
cence, the importance of the peer group is strongest
(Konopka, 1983), then it folrows that a positive expe-
rience within this peer group may serve to help the
adol-escent re-def ine his or her self_concept.

Rogers (1977) views adorescence as an optimum time
for making a conscious effort to improve serf-image.
Furthermore' Hartford (r971) states that 'arthough one
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may have a particular image of self, this assessment
can be changed through group experience. rf one wished
to induce such changes in a person, particularry to
improve his/her sense of self--and to modify hisr/her
sociarization process--this may be arranged through
planned group experiences,' (Hartford, 197I, p. 36).

The purpose of this practicum was to implement
formal group therapy into a group home facility. The
rationar-e for incorporating this into the overarl group
home prograrn lies in the fact that "the peer group or
residential culture has an important impact on the
resident while in care" (Jacobs, I}BZt p. 350). As

such, formal group therapy within these settings can be

used to enhance serf-esteem and improve serf-concepts,
which in turn will faciritate the overarl treatment
planning for the adolescents in group home settings.
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PART2_'|IIEPRACTICUM

cHAPrErì I - lN.lqgyq{llqN
Setti¡rg

B & L i{ornes for children wir-L provicie the setting
for this practicum. B & L Homes for Chil_dren is a

private agerìcy in winnipeg, Manitoba, consisting of two

group lromes and one graduating horne. The residents of
these group lromes come from a variety of circumstances,
rnogt notabl-y court referrals, and Chi-Ld and FarniJ-y

services referrars. Their problenr areas include family
breakdown, drug and al-cohol_ probJ_ems, delinquency and

school- re Ia ted problems. Both group homes are
cl-assified as Level_ III by the Office of Residential
Care and serve teenagers f rorn lj-I7 years of age. Iloth
homes have eight adolescents. These adolescent.s are

referred Lo B & L Hornes for Chirdren due to gevere
behav iora l/emot ional problems.

The 9 roup prograrn vras run in one of these hornes

for eleven sessions, once weekry for one and a harf
hours - This wr iter was the faciritator for the group

program- A child-care worker from the group home acted
as co- therapist. The group home used in this pract icum

\,ras the Gertrude Street l{otûe-

This group horne is a co-ed facility consisting
eight adolescents, four male and four femare. The

of

a9e
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range of the residents was from 14-17 years. These
ado-l-escents are praced for a minimum of six months with
the majority of placements extending to at least a

year. The discharge plans for these adolescents in_
cl-uded returning home, foster care and independent
living. Atr- residents in this home attend school. rn
this home my co-facilitaLor was a mal_e child-care
wor ker .

Group lulembershio

Group membership was made up of those adolescents
residing in the home at the commencement of the group
program. Due to the nature of the setting, new place-
ments and discharges could not be anticipated and

therefore needed to be accommodated accordingry. As

such group membership was considered to be open.
To further highright the characteristics of the

group membership¡ r wirr briefry describe each member

and his/her particular probrem areas. This is forrowed
by Table I which further detairs the demographic
character istics of the group participants. rn the
interest of confidentiarity, the names used in this
report are fictitous.

Joe: Joe had only recently come into care. A1_

though his family had a rong history of sociar service
invol-vement, this was his f irst time in pracement. He
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comes from a single-parent family and has one older
brother. This brother is also in a group home (not
this one). Joers father died when he was four years
old. since this death, his mother has increasingry
relied on drugs and arcohor to cope with her problems.
Prior to coming into carer Joe was out of his motherrs
contror, not attending school and acting out within the
community (delinquencies) . The placement goal for Joe
was for him to return home.

Dav id : ¡avid comes frorn a blended family. His
mother remarried three years ago and since that time
navid experienced increasingJ-y serious rerationship
difficulties with both his step-father and his step-
siblings. David deart with these probrens by running
and not attending school. Both he and his step-sisters
were praced in separate groups homes. The goar was for
David to return home.

ready returned home.

Both his step-sisters have aI-

Tracey: Tracey comes from a single_parent family.
Her father deserted the family when the chil_dren v¡ere

still very young. Traiey has had no contact with her
father since he r-eft the family. Her behavior prior to
placement consisted of running, and extremery
aggressive (physicarry) behavior towards both peers and

siblings. Tracey has two younger sisters, who are ar-so
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in care, and one older brother . She v/as sexually

acey was
abused by her older brother.
independent living.

The goal for Tr

Paul: Prior to placement at B & L Homes for
chil-dren, paul had been in foster care for approximate-
ly one year. He originally came into care due to an

adoption break-down. The behaviors exhibited both in
his adoptive home and in the foster pracement, prior to
the breakdown of both of these, were truancy, arcohor
abuse, delinquencies, and agressive behavior towards
peers. pracement goals for paur include independent
living. There had been no contact between paur and his
adoptive family since placement.

Kat ie : Katie has been in and out of care since
1980. Her mother¡ â single-parent, has had a long
standing drug and alcohol problem. Since she divorced
Katiers father in 1979, she has had a series of common-

l-aw rerationships. These rerationships have arr been

short-term and Katie reporLs difficurties with all of
her motherrs partners. prior to pracement at B & L,
Katie was truant, running and sexualry acting out. The

long-term goar for Katie was foster care until the age

of eighteen

. salrv: salry comes from a severely dysfunctional
family. Her mother is schizophrenic and her step-
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father is physicarly abusive towards both sarry and her

mother. There was ar-so a suspicion that sally was

sexual-Iy abused by her step-father arthough she has yet
to disclose. sarly came into care at her own request.
The placement goals are foster care with eventuar in_
dependent living. Prior to placement Sally was

sexually acting out and arso invorved in both ,drug and

alcohol abuse.

Jerrv: Jerry is the youngest of seven chirdren.
His mother remarried two years ago and since that time
has had littre Lime for Jerry. Jerry is the onry chird
remaining at home. Since remarrying, his mother fre_
quently travels with her new husband, leaving Jerry
with relatives for extended periods of tirne. Jerry
deart with this rejection by acting out in the
community. He was invorved in numerous break and

enters and several physical assaults. The placement
goal for Jerry was long-term foster care.

Kr ist ie : Kristie is of native origin. She and

her three siblings $¡ere adopted by a white famiry.
This ado¡>tive famiry has a history of serious probrems.

The ¡nother has been hospitarized in the past and con-
tinues to be treated, as an out-patient, for emotionar/
psychoJ-ogicar probrems. rt was arso suspected that the
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Her two younger

siblings still rive at home, however they too are
experiencing difficulties and may soon come into care.
Kristie I s older brother rives on his own out of
province. The pracement goal- for Kristie was indepen-
dent living. she present]-y refused to have any contact
with her adoptive parents and was attempting to re-
establish a connection with her native heritage

Further information regarding the â9ê r

placement and education of the members can be

Table 1.

t ime in

seen on

Insert Table l- about here

Procedur e

The procedure invorved in this practicum was two-
fold. The first part of the procedure involved an

educational component for the child-care worker who

acted as co-facil-itator. Although especially important
for this particular child-care worker, arl chitd-care
staff were given the same information package. This
package was a copy of my practicum proposal. I also
conducted a seminar with the staff tean from the group
home during which r presented the contents of this
proposal in detail. r met with staff weeklyr prior to
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Demographic Information of crou l"lember sh i
at

req

Name Age Time in

N=B

P l-acemen t Academic Level

Joe
Dav id
Tracey
PauI
Katie
SalIy
Jer ry
Kristie

14 yrs.
15 yrs.
17 yrs.
16 yrs.
16 yrs.
16 yrs.
16 yrs.
17 yrs.

wee k
months
month
months
L/2 yrs.
months
months
month

Grade
Grade
Grade
G rade
Grade
Gr ade
Gr ade
Grade

I
3
1
5
1
6
5
I

7 - modified
B - regular
9 - modified
9 - modified
10- regular
l-0- regular
B - modified
11- regular
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the group session, in order to discuss that particular
session, address any issues and to answer questions

regarding practicum. At this time I also encouraged

feedback from the staff regarding the overarr program.

rrnmediately after each session r met with the co-

facilitator to debrief and to arso discuss both content

and process issues of that particular session.

The second part of the intervention in this
practicum involved the actual- group therapy program.

The program r designed is a short-Term self-¡everopment

Group. Although the focus of the group is quite
general, it was designed to illustrate exercises per-

tinent to the various stages of group deveropment and

to also provide a weLl-rounded example of the use of
the various exercises, media and techniques avairabre

to group facilitators. For example, I incorporated the

use of games, discussion, video, films, music, guest

lecturers, guided fantasy, role-playing and art work.

My reasons for choosing a general theme as opposed

to a specific theme (for example, sexual/physical abuse

or delinquent behavior) is two-fold. Firstly, formal

group therapy is a new treatment modality for many

child-care workers. Thus r ân introductory group

program package was necessary in order to provide a

positive learning experience. SecondIy, this general
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format al-lowed for the incrusion of a wider variety of
specific activities. Exposing child-care workers to
this variety wilr assist them in deveroping their own

style as group leaders by arlowing them to experience
using different approaches and thereby discovering what
works best for them.

. rt was hoped that both facets of this practicum
would serve to meet the following objectives.

:

a) To provide chird-care workers with a framework for
group therapy which is applicable to group home

settings.

To provide an active learning experience for one
child-care worker as co-facilitator.
To provide a knowledge base that group home staff
can use to incorporate an ongoing group therapy
component into the overall program at B & L Homes

for Children.

t-Term Self Develo ment rou

theTo improve self-es
group members.

teem and self-conf idence of

To provide a secure environment for group members

to discuss problems, issues, feelings, etc. as a

group.

To heJ-p member s improve the i r problem_ solv ing

b)

c)

a)

b)

c)
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skilIs.

To help members improve their interpersonal com_

munication skiIIs.
To assist members in identifying their feelings
and developing more appropriate ways of expressing
them.

f) To provide a system of peer support and develop
group cohesion within the group home setting.
An outline of the general group format follows.

specific outlines of each individuar session are pro-
vided in Appendix A. A descr iption of specific
techniques used in this program, i.e. role_playing, can
be found in appendix B.

General Group Format 3

I)

Boasts and Brags (f0 minutes)

the sharing of one thing each member did or said
in the past week that he,/she really enjoyed or was

proud of (eerliner , IgB2, p. 22) .

Journal Sharing: (I5 minutes)

personal- issues brought to the group

discussions of previous week's homework assignment
Topic for the Week: (30 minutes)

exerc ises

d i scuss ions

Introduction:

2)

3)
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4) Conclusion z (20 minutes)

- leaders tie together the session
- group shares a snack

For clarity, I will discuss the practicum using
the following format. Utilizing Gumaerrs (1984) model
of group development, I wil-l break the discussion into
the four stages of .group developrnent; l-) establishment
stage 2) exploration stage 3) work stage and 4)
termination stage. The discussion of each stage wiIl
be further broken down into part A and part B. part A

will incrude comments on both the content and process
issues pertaining to the group intervention. part B

wil-1 include a discussion of the issues regarding group
programs in general in this type of setting.
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CHAPTER 2 - DISCUSSION OF GROUP INTERVENTION

establishment Stage - Session l-:
a) Group Intervention:

The basic' goar of this session was to introduce
rnyself and the program I would be conducting. I
described why r was facilitating the group with a staff
person and the general format that r would be forrow-
ing. we went over the group goars and group rures as

outlined in Appendix a of this practicum report. Group
members were encouraged to add to either the group
goals or the group rures. Although a few members

sought clarification, there were no additions to the
l-ist of goals. The group membership added the
forlowing rules--no smoking and no terephone car-ls
dur ing the session by either the l-eaders or the
residents. r f ert this latter rur-e was fairry signif i-
cant. rt symbolicarly marked the boundaries of our
meeting times, serving to differentiate it from regurar
evening routine.

Journals were given to each member and their use

explained. Members requested that they be arrowed to
keep their journar-s in the office between sessions.
They felt that if they kept them in their rooms, they
would run Lhe risk of having others rook through them.
Recognizing that privacy and personal s¡)ace is often
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difficult to ensure in a group home setting, however

age appropriate the need may be, I reluctantly agreed
to this request. My reluctance was born out of the
fear that if the journar-s were not in their possession
they would be forgotten about between sessions. This
in turn wourd defeat the purpose of using this
technique as a way of tying sessions together through
homework exercises relating the topics to their o\4,n

experiences between sessions.

Although my co-faciritator was a staff person from
the group home, and arl the members knew each other, r
did not know any of the group members prior to the
first session. As such it was important that the
initial session adhere to Humaer,'s (1984) model of
group deveJ-opment and alrow adequate time for the
establishment stage to unfold.

ft should also be noted that one member, Joe, had

onry been in placement for severar days prior to this
first session and thus was not yet a member of the
larger group home mirieu. This had a noticabre effect
on Joers behavior as he initialry sat on the periphery
of the group and did not engage in any interaction with
the other members. As the meeting progressed, both
facil-itators focused on engaging arl group members in
interaction, with a speciar effort being made to in-
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volve Joe. This proved successful, as Joe physically
joined the group during the ratter hal-f of the session
and arso began initiating interaction with the other
members during Lhe group exercise.

The exercise used to facilitate the process of
joining invorved having arr- members construct a

Collage of Self. Members, were instructed to make a

collage that described who they were now, their rikes,
dislikes and how they see themselves five years from
now' Each member then introduced themserves to the
group by sharing their collage.

This first session went very weIl. Initially
there was some evidence that members were anxious as

\^¡as demonstrated by their sometimes I silly' , , giggly,
behavior. This is normal at this stage of group
deveropment and as such was not consequenced by either
faciritator. rt was fert that having a staff person
act as co-facilitator hetped to arleviate some of the
nervous' insecure behavior common during initial group

sess ions .

The group was ended wi

This was to become a ritual,
sess ion .

B) Group program:

th everyone sharing snack.

marking the close of each

Several issues regarding the general group program
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came to tight during the first session. The l_evel of
maturity, attention spans and generar ability to
articulate thoughts and communicate these to the group
varied amongst group members. upon examining the demo-
graphic information of the members this wour-d not
appear to be purely a function of age and the time in
pracement. Although there were no serious disparities
amongst group members, the pranning for each session
would nevertheless need to accommodate these differ-
ences and modifications be made if necessary.

This issue also has imprications for group work in
group homes generarry. A seventeen year ord, cl0se to
discharge is crearr-y at a different lever, emotionarry
and behaviorarly, than a fifteen year old who has just
been praced. Further, the individual needs of group
members wirl vary according to their own individuar
issues. carefur consideration of .these differences
would be necessary to ensure the group experience e/as

mutualry beneficiar for arr. This issue is a departure
from more traditionar group work whereby common goars,
issues, and experiences are often used to determine
group membership.

A second issue related to the differences between
traditional group therapy and group home , therapy
groupst, is the lack of a 'time-outr between sessions.
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In the latter type of group, group members remain in
close proximity to each other, and resume 'regurart
evening routine immediately after the session. As
such t r felt it was vitalry irnportant to estabrish a

boundary' if onry symboric, between the two right from
the start. As a way to accomplish this, group snack
was held at the end of the session. Not only was the
sharing of snack intended to help develop group co_
hesion by rotating the rcooks' weekry but it arso
served as a ritual to mark the end of the session.
Further, the sharing of snack provided a rtime out,.
The group interaction courd move from the more
emotionar levet of the session to a more right-hearted,
less threatening revel during snack, in preparation for
resuming regular activities.
Exploration Stage - Sessions 2-3-4

a) Group fntervention:
There vrere several goals for this stage of the

intervention. primarily, I was hoping to develop group
cohesion and build a levet of trust and acceptance that
would be required for the more personarized r_evels of
serf-discl0sure involved in the forrowing work stage.
r focusued on some of the themes which wourd run
throughout the group program trust, co_opeation,
identifying feelings. However, exploration of these
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themes was kept at a level external to individual group

members. For examprer when we discussed tfeeringst in
session two, we tarked about feerings in generar. The

group identified different feerings and acted them out
in charades. We then broke into two groups and each
group made a collage depicting several different feel--
ings (angry, happy, lonely, sad, scared). The group
rejoined and shared their corrages, highlighting the
vast differences in peopres perceptions and expression
of these various feelings.

The goal was not to have members explore their own

feelings and the differences in their expression of
these feelings amongst group members. This wourd have

involved a revel of self-discrosure inappropriate to
this early stage of group deveropment. Keêping the
discussion on a general l-ever alrowed for introducing
the concept of individuar- differ"n.u" in a non-
threatening format. A positive acceptance of in-
dividuar differences amongst people in general provided
the ground work for moving towards the acceptance of
individuat differences amongst group members.

rn session three we continued with this theme of
identifying feelings¡ still keeping a more general
frame of reference. rn this session the group was

divided into two groups. The group readers assigned
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members to each group so as to facilitate the mixing of
group members. For example, room mates or dyads within
the living unit were placed in separate groups. rt had

become evident that sub-groups existing within the
group home in general were also being carried over into
this group. As I was hoping to develop a new group

from an already existing group, r felt it was necessary
to promote the deveropmJnt of dynamics di.fferent to
those arready in place within the rarger group home

env ironment .

Group A was asked to develop a skit (role_play)
which highlighted various feerings and what can happen

when these feelings are not expressed openry and

honestly. Group B was asked to develop a skit (role_

PlaY) wh

pressed

highlighted various feelings being ex-

an open, direct fashion and how this might
influence a situation. The members were given the
option of making up a story line or choosing one from

their own lives. This session, which carled for in-
creased level-s of co-operation, trust and self-
disclosure, still allowed for members to choose the
deg ree to which they were comfortable with
personalizing the issues and concepts presented.

An indication that a lever of trust was developing
within the group was evident during the discussion

ich

in
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InitialIy, the discussion had a

very general focus with comments focused external to
bhe individual members. However, this evolved into a

more personalized discussion of feelings without the

leaders prompting such a move. For example, discussion

centered on how one member, Katie, had difficulty ex-

pressing feelings of sadness or hurt and would instead

show these feelings as anger and hostility. Katie and

the group members were then able to tatk about some of

the problems that evolve out of this and then entered

into some problern-solving regatding more appropriate

ways of expressing her feelings.

At this point I felt group cohesion and trust was

beginning to develop. Group members had been able to

complete the exercise without much assistance from the

group leaders and group discussion rdas beginning to
move to a more personalized level. It should be noted

that this more personalized leveI brought with it in-
creased anxiousness. For exampler ât times the discus-

sion was presented in a humorous light. This did not

appear to be done out of maliciousness, but rather

indicated that the move to a more personal level was

making members somewhat uncomfortable, therefore in-
creasing the leveI of anxiety.

Session four focused directly on the concepts of
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trust and co-operation and required group members to

actively engage in both a co-operation exercise and the

blind-folded 'trust v¡a1k'. This session was the first

which focused directly on the members and their feel-
'ngs regarding the issues of co-operation and trust.

As trust is a very salient issue for adolescents in

general and more importantly t for adolescents in a

residential setting, I used an activity to highlight,

this topic. This was done in hopes of approaching the

subject on a less threatening level. The I funr ,

activity oriented, nature of this exercise proved very

successful. The activity appeared to diffuse some of

the anxiety around the issue of trust and in the dis-

cussion that fol-Iowed, aII members were able to per-

sonalize the issue. Feelings experienced while being

led around the house blind- folded ( apprehensive ,

scared, tense etc.) were very openly shared and also

generalized to their own feelings around trust. The

activity also served to differentiate the different

leveIs of trust. i\{ost members had little difficulty

trusting their partners to lead them around the main

floor of the group home. However, their anxiety

dramatically increased when they had to trust their
partners to lead them either upstairs or downstairs.

This the group agreed involved a much greater degree of
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trust and carried with it rnuch stronger feelings of

anxiety and apprehension. It was fett thaL expe-

riencing these two levels of trust in the activity vras

very symbolic of the stage our group was at. Up to

this point we had been developing the more superficial
t first levelt of trust and were now entering the stage

of the group program involving deeper levels of trust
and self-discl-osure.

Overall ï felt very positive about the group pro-

cess thus far. Few problems had arisen and those which

had had been behavioral. There had been some very

minor testing of the rules--interrupting, private con-

versations, during the first two sessions. This was

very appropriate to early development and \^ras deal-t

wiLh by having a group leader sit between those members

who engaged in such disruptions. Some of the silliness
and increased anxiety which occurred in session three

and four was not viewed so much as a disciplinary issue

but rather as an indication that the group process was

evolving towards the more personalized Ievel necessary

f.or entering the next stage of this program.

Group cohesion and a sense of group identity
separate from the group living unit $¡as also

develo¡ring. The most obvious example of this was the

group snack. Members assigned the rcooks, job followed
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through without exception and they did not have to be

reminded of their responsibitity as the meeting day $/as

approaching. Futhermore, relatively eraborate prepara-
tion became the norm. The members had been tord they
could use convenience foods such as chips t or donuts

etc., hovrever, they chose to make snack from themselves

preparing such items as cakes and fudge.

B) Group Program:

During this stage of the group program two major

issues arose with implications for group therapy
programming in this type of setting.

Of primary importance was the issue of group

leadership. rt is common in group homes for staff to
be on a rotating schedule resulting in different staff
being on shift on the designated night for rgroup'. In
this particular practicum, the child-care worker r was

co-faciritating with was not at work on the evening of
the fourth session. unprepared for this, r mistakenly
had a differþnt staff person join the session. The

group membership voiced no concern over this unexpected

change, saying they were used to different staff. As

an outsider, Lrowever, r noticed quite a reaction to the

incLusion of a new leader. The membersr v¡ay of inter-
acting vras quite different in the presence of this
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person. For example, members accommodated this per-

sons personal style which resulted in a louder more

boisterous session. There was also more 'testing I

behavior and the members who tended to be quieter,
became even more reserved during this session.

As a leader, the presence of a new person affected

my interaction, as I also had to accommodate a new

personal style. As a result I found myself taking a

less active role. Not having ever co-facilitated with

this person, there was an absence of working rapport

between the two of us.

Although this exper ience left me feeling very

uncomfortable, I fel-t, the fact that the members all
knew this person, helped to diminish the potentially
destructive effects to group cohesion which might have

otherwise occurred. As unsettling as this experience

was, it vividly highlighted the importance of ensuring

consistency in group leaders. The fact that aII staff
members know the residents and vice versa, in no way

justifies rotating group leaders. In light of the

subtler yet dramatic effect this had on group process,

I feel it is imperative that the group program must not

accommodate shifL scheduling buL rather staff rotation
must accommodate the needs of the group program. Prior

understanding of this issue aÌong with the support of
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team would be necessary to institute these

For the remainder of the group intervention, my

initial co-facilitator was the only staff person in-
volved in the group sessions. An agreement was made

that should he miss due to illness or shift scheduling,

I would conduct .the session on my ovün. As it turned

out, session eight was the only other session he vJas

not involved in.

The second issue that arose was the use of the

j ournals

comple t i

at least
j our nals

scr aps

. Little to no effort was being put into

ng the weekly assignments and for êach session

one or two members would have forgotten their

When homework was completed, it was done on

paper rather than being entered in theirof

journals. This was addressed during the third session.

Members gave several reasons for not following through.

The primary reason appeared to be that they simply

forgot. As mentioned earlier in this report, Iack of

privacy prompted the members to keep their journals in

the of f ice. Unfortunately, l-ack of immediate access

resulted in lack of use.

The issue was dealt with by the group deciding

that the journals would instead be used during the

sessions. Short exercises rather than homework would
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be used to help tie together the main points of each

session. The first time we did this, I gained further
insight as to the possible roots of membersr reluctance

to use the journals. Five of the eight members had

great difficulty putting their thoughts on paper. Fur-

thermore, the skil-I level was very Iow, with two mem-

bers printing as opposed to writing.
Although I still feel journals may be a useful

too.l- in group work with this age group, careful atten-

tion must be paid to the memberst level of academic

functioning. The disrupted Iives many adol-escents in

residential care have experienced has often had a pro-

found impact on their ability to achieve in school.

Introducing journals as an expectation at the beginning

of a group program may well be placing some or all
members in a position of failure right at a time when,

as a leader, you are trying to build a sense of trust
and security.

Work Stage - Sessions 5-6-7-8

A) Group Intervention:

Session five through eight made up the work stage

of this group program and hence involved the greatest

l-eve1s of self-disclosure and exploration of issues

sal-ient to the membersr own personal lives.
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The generar theme of these four sessions $ras com-

munication. session five dealt with communication in
general, defining communication and the characteristics
necessary to be both an effective sender and receiver
of messages. To actively demonstrate the concepts and

allow members to engage in sending and receiving be-

haviors, we played the ungame. The ungame is a board

game designed to enhance interpersonal communication.

A further description of this game can be found in
Appendix B.

As a group, there were still members who were

dominating the discussion and those who $¡ere ress ver-
bal. using this game served to arlow arl members equal

opportunity for participation. This in turn facil-
itated a sense of group cohesion and acceptance. For

example, Jerry, the group cl-own, who had been somewhat

apprehensive to sharing on a personal level, commented

that he found it "neat" to be ristened to when he was

being ser ious.

Session six i_nvolved moving into the topic of
communication breakdown. The theme r¡/as illustrated by

listening to and discussing an old Beatl-es song, "She's
Leaving Home" (Lennon & I{ccartney) . The use of music

prompted members to bring up other popular songs which

il-lustrated the same theme. From there, they very
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spontaneously connected the music themes to the thelnes

which ran through their own lives. As the session

progressed r so did the level of self-disclosure, with
members sharing past incidents of communication break-

down in their own lives, pr imar ily amongst f amily mern-

bers. Materiar covered in the previous session vÍas

also incorporated as members looked at these examples

with a problem-solving perspective. For example¡ they

identified where the communication had gone awry and

how those involved could have better handl-ed the inter-
change .

As a l-eader, I felt this session had gone very

well. All members participated and there was no in-
dication that any particular member felt threatened by

the lever of sel-f-disclosure. what this session served

to hightight was how important it is to meet

adolescentsr on their own level, thereby incorporating
what is important in their lives as a place to begin.

Music permeates an adolescents everyday experience and

provides ul excellent vehicle through which to engage

their interest. This fact was demonstrated by both the

degree of involvement during this session and by the

comments I received during snack and as I was leaving.

Several members commented on how much they had enjoyed

the evening and how I had run the session.
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Session seven picked up where the last session had

left off. We each took personal examples of com-

munication breakdown, discussed where the problems lay

and how such situations had developed. The group also

hypothesized and then role-played various alternatives.

Although the topic was stiII general communication, the

group had moved into the realm of relationships and

family dynamics and the issues these areas held for the

individual members.

Session eight was designed to capitalize on the

high level of group cohesion which had developed thus

far while continuing with the theme of communication

breakdown. Members were left with the task of de-

veloping a skit (role-play) that highlighted the topics

of the previous few sessions. They vtere given free

reign in terms of how they went about doing this and

what format they chose. The onJ-y direction they htere

given vras the following scenario. 'I had invited them

to be guest speakers at an adult seminar I vJas teaching

on interpersonal communication. As adolescents, how

would they go about teaching adults about communication

breakdown? |

The group response was incredible. In keeping

with where this group was developmentally, they wasted

Iittle time in organizing themselves and attending to
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the task. Although at times there appeared to be two

members taking leadership roles (Katie and PauI) , for

the most part it was a co-operative effort, with each

member contributing his or her ideas.

What evolved was a role-play of a family situation
engaged in a complex interplay of poor communication,

followed by a dialogue highlighting the problem areas

and offering alternatives. In the discussion that

followed, members related how this particular role-play
highlighted specific individual issues with one member

insightfully commenting on how they had, without

thinking about it, chosen roles in the skit that cor-

responded to each of their ovrn communication patterns.

For example, in the role-play Joe played someone who

acted tough and walked away from emotional situations.
In real 1ife, Joe is a 'runner', who, when he can no

longer deal with his alcoholic mother or other emotion-

aI pressures, will withdraw into himself and then leave

the situation.

In summary, the dynamics of these sessions clearly

demonstrated how the group had progressed from the

exploration stage to the work stage. The level of

self-disclosure, group cohesion, and generally ac-

cepting attitude was evident throughout. There were no

major behavioral issues during any of these sessions
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with minor problems being addressed by the members

themselves. For example, during the Ungame, one of the

rules is no interrupting while the player makes an 'It

statement. Interruptions during the game were appro-

priatety handled by group members and thus kept to a

minimum.

The exercises used during this stage of the pro-

gram worked well with this age group. The co-operative

element involved in the exercises promoted cohesiveness

while the variety of techniques helped to keep members

interested. The fact that members so eagerly partici-

pated in these exercises demonstrated the importance of

using activity or iented exercises, even dur ing the

stage of group development where a high level of self-

disclosure in the discussion is desired.

B) Group Program:

As the group intervention continued several prob-

lems arose which were inherent in the group home set-

ting. These included members missing sessions due to

being on the run, or pre-placement visits or extended

home vists, sudden discharges and the incorporation of

new members. As a l-eader, these are areas you have

little or no control over. For example, dischargesr

although usually planned, may also occur very suddenly.

Children awaiting placement at a different resource are
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moved as soon as an opening is available.
During this stage of the group, Jerry was moved

unexpectedry. A planned foster home placement became

available earlier than expected and he was moved be-

tween sessions. As a group we dealt with this leaving,
however, it was after the fact and Jerry was not a part
of the process.

A second sudden discharge occurred between the

nineth and tenth sessions. Tracy had been invorved in
a violent incident and was discharged to a different
facility due to the seriousness of this incident.

sudden departures have a detrimentar effect on the

group in several ways, especially when they occur

during the work stage of the group program. The major

effect is a rack of termination. For the person who

l-eaves there is no closure, no ending of what might

have been a very emotional experience. For the group,

a ne\^¡ unplanned issue must be addressed, the issue of
loss. untir this has been resolved, group development

may be affected, with the group actually regressing.
This in turn rnay seriously effect the continuity be-

tween sessions as the group suddenry changes its focus

to deal with the departure of a member.

In this particular intervention there was only a

moderate response to Jerryt s leaving. Jerry had been
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the group clown and the members accepted him in this
role. When Jerry left, David attempted to assume this
role, however, the group was not as accepting of him in

this position. As such we had an increase in 'silly'
behavior from David and an increase in confrontative

behavior from the other group members during the ses-

sion following Jerryrs departure. Nevertheless, the

overall ef f ect on group dynamics \^¡as still minimal.

It was felt that the minimal effect of Jerryrs
departure was in part due to the fact that there was

not an immediate addition of a new member to the group.

As such, in this particular intervention, the group did

not have to re-negotiate sorne of the tasks involved in

ear.l-ier stages of group development, ie . trust building

and establishment of roles, as is the case when new

members are added.

Since this delay in the placement of a nehr re-

sident was rather uncommon in group homes, I feel the

whole issue of departures and new arrivals of members

has important implications for group programming in

this type of setting. Although the departures cannot

always be controlled, new membership can be. Had a new

resident been placed when Jerry left, I would not have

had him or her join the group mid-way through the

program. In light of the time limited nature of this
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intervention, the stage of group development when Jerry

left and the high level of group cohesion which had

developed, I feel ah1 inclusion of a new member would

have been too detrimental to this particular program to

be considered.

This issue of changing membership is inherent in
group home settings. As wil_I be expanded on in my

recommendations, I feel group programs in these set-

tings should not be ongoing but rather time-limited
(ie. 9 - 12 wks). Although any particular group might

well have to negotiate the sudden departure of a mem-

ber, incorporating a new member could be avoided by not

having the new resident involved untit the next group

program begins.

Termination Stage - Sessions_9-:Ig_-1I

Sessions niner ten and eleven moved the group

through the termination stage of this program. The

topics, ie. values, peer pressure, sex-rolesj although

personalized by the members, did not involve the dee¡>

level of sel-f-disclosure inherent in earlier sessions.

Whereas earlier sessions had, in part, focused on past

issues and problem areas, these sessions looked towards

the f uture. For exampJ-e, when dealing with the topic
of peer pressure, members were asked to predict future

situations and how these cou]-d be handled based on what
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they had learned in our group. '

negarding termination specifically, I felt it vras

especially important to address this issue with the

group in light of the fact that they had already ex-

perienced two unexpected departures during the progra¡n.

Part of both sessions nine and ten was spent talking
about endings and planning a positive ending for our

group.

The final session invol-ved a general review and

verbal feedback to all members. We finished the ses-

sion with a party. Rather than go out, the group

members had chosen to order in pízza and prepare the

rest of the meal themselves. In retrospect, I feel it
was quite significant that the group chose to remain on

familiar territory for our last session together and

may well have been an indication that despite changes

in membershipr wê had formed a group within a group!

In the next section of this report I witl discuss

the method of eval-uation used in this practicum and the

results of these measures.
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PART 3 . EVALUATION
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PART 3 - EVALUATION

Chapter I - Method of Evaluation

Eval-uation of this intervention vlas incorporated

into the practicum. In order to assess the child care

workerrs perception of the group therapy program, a

questionnaire was given at the end of the eleven ses-

sions (see Appendix C). The child care worker was

asked to assess the actual program and to provide

feedback in terms of future group program planning.

Group members were also given a questionnaire at the

end of the program, assessing the strengths and weak-

nesses of both the group program and the facilitators
(see Appendix C). Opportunity was given for group

members to indicate any changes in the program that

they felt would be important for future group sessions.

FinaIIy, in order to evaluate the individual members

with respect to the global goals of enhancing self-
esteem and providing a positive peer experience, I used

two additional measures. These were the Hudson Index

of self-trsteem (ISE) (1982) and the Hudson Index of

Peer Relations (IPR) (I982) (see appendix C). These

were administered during the first, sixth and final
sessions. The reason I chose these scales was that

they are short, easy to administer and have been de-

signed to be used as a repeated measure expressly for
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single-system research (gloom & Fischer , Lg82) . As

such, scores "do not appear to change merely as a

result of being administered repeatedly over time,,

(gloom & Fischer, 1982, p. 149).

Hudson_Index of Self-esteem (ISE)

The Hudson rndex of self-esteem is a standardized

scal-e designed specifically for single-system research

(gudson, 1982). The scale "measures the degree of
nagnitude of a problem the crient has with his or her

self-esteem" (Bloom & Fischer, I9B2r p. t4B) . The

scare is made up of twenty-five items. For each item

the respondent indicates his or her response on a five-
point Likert scale ranging from 1 (rarely or none of
the time) to 5 (most or aII of the time) . The ',clini-
ca.l- cutting score" is 30. For those respondents ob-

taining scores above 30, self-esteem is considered a

problem area for that person. Intervention would thus

be aimed at reducing the ISE score to below 30 (gloom &

Fischer , L9B2') .

I used the ISE because it is an accurate and

of self-esteem which has been designedreliable measure

specifical-Iy to

scale has been

and test-retest
This scale has

be used as a repeated measure. This

reported to have internal rel-iability
reliability of 0.90 (Hudson, l-gBZ) .

also been reported to have high face,
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concurrent and construct validity (Hudson, l-}BZ) .

lespite the high reliability of this scale, there

will still be some measurement error. As a rough

guide, changes in the respondents' scores of five
points or less over repeated administrations is con-

sidered a result of this measurement error. Changes of
more than 5 points in either direction thus may be

interpreted as reflecting real changes in the respon-

dentrs level of self-esteem (eloom & Fischer, I9B2).

Another limitation of this scale is the potential for
reactivity. Although scores do not appear to change

merely as a result of being administered repeatedly

over time (reliability), it is important to discuss

with respondents the importance of accurate responses

(gloom & Fischer, 1982).

Hudson Index of peer Rel-ations (IpR)

The Hudson Index of peer nelations (IpR) is a

standardized scale designed to measure the degree or

magnitude of a problem an individual has with his or

her peer group (gloom & Fischer, l9B2). As with the

ISE, this scale is made up of twenty-five items. For

each item the respondent indicates his or her response

on a five-point Likert scale ranging from I (rarely or

none of the time) to 5 (most or alt of the time) . The

"clinical cutting score" is 30 with scores above 30
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as high face,

son, f9B2) .

AJ-though th is measure

important points were

should be taken into
programming.

9B

respondent has difficulty in the area of

to use the IPR because it has been re-

both an accurate and reliable measure of

. Its reported to have an internal re-

test-retest reliability of 0.90 as well
concurrent and construct validity (Hud-

As with the TSE, measurement error will be ac-

counted for by requiring changes of five points or more

in either direction in order to attribute changes in
scores as indicative of real change in the respondentsl

peer relations.

Evaluation of Group Intervention

A) Group Members - Questionnaire Resul-ts:

A summary of the membersr comments from the group

questionnaire filled out at the end of the group

program can be found in table 2.

Insert Table 2 about here

was very

made and

considerat

subjective, I
that these in

ion in future

feel some

turn

group
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Table 2 - Summary of Group Evaluation euestionnaire

Conducted at the End of the Group proqram

N=6

1) Did this group help you? How?

yes
it taught me to understand lots of things are
important to keep a relationship going
yes
it taught me lots of different things about
fee I ing s
yes
it helped me learn about communication skills,
also getting problems out in the open makes you
feel better
yes
I learned more about.communication and about my
feel ing s
no
this v¡as only because I missed several meetings
because I was on pre-placement visits

2) What did you like most about the group?

the participation of the whole group hearing how
everyone feels
the skits
the skits and the blind-fold exercise
the movie and the skits
the group activities and making the collages

3) what did you rike the least about the group program?

it started late sometimes
sitting down and listening
some sessions were too long
the length of the meetings because sometimes itgot bor ing
the journals
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Tab1e 2 - continued

4) Vthat changes would you like to see in this group
program?

none, leave it the r.¡ay it is
better snack, more movies
none

- shorter meetings
shorter and sometimes we could pick the topics

5) I¡Ihat did you like the best about the staf f who ran
the group?

taking the time and patience to make it. work
nice person
friendly and easy going
I liked the friendliness
very nice people

6) What things

I donr t
ex¡>la in
noth ing
star ted
made it

could the staff have

think they could have
things sometimes

on time
more interesting and

done better?

done any better

less formal

7) Was iL useful to have two group leaders? If sor why?

it didn't rea1ly matter to me
no
yes

- yes, to keep the meetings in control
yesr it gave different opinions, also there are
too many kids for one Person

B) What topics, problems or concerns would you like to
be inctuded in future group sessions?

I donrt know
I would want to be involved in more skits
I donrt know
sex, drugs, etc,
alcohol abuse, future planning for school
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All members agreed that the group helped them

except for one member who missed several sessions due

to pre-placement visits. This particul-ar resident had

been in pracement since september, r985, and therefore
it was not appropriate to deray her extended weekend

visits until the conclusion of the group program.

In terms of what the members liked the most, all
listed activities, with skits getting the most mention.

This is quite relevant in terms of future pranning as

it implies that activity oriented sessions have a very
positive impact on the members. As a leader, I ex-

perienced this and generarly found that the more unique

the activity, the more productive the forlowing discus-
sion was. Non-competitive activities promote creativ-
ity, which in turn allows the adorescent to experience

success. Adol-escents in residential care often have a

very poor self-esteem in part due to past failures.
Providing them with an opportunity to exercise their
creativity can thus facilitate the deveropment of a

more positive self-image by arlowing them to experience

success.

Another common remark on the questionnaires was

that the sessions were too Iong. Although they were

only an hour and a half (including snack), I feel this
comment speaks to the limited attention span of this
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particular group. r sensed no evidence of this during
the actual activities, however, r did find that the
momentum of the discussions that forrowed was somewhat

time limited. Even during the work stager whên the
depth of the discussions was so productive, r found it
difficult to sustain these discussions for rong periods
of time. As this did not occur during the activities,
as a leader, r woul-d concrude that comments regarding
the length of the sessions rerated more to the length
of the discussions as opposed to the whole group ses-
sion. These comments rerating to time thus provide
further support for using activity oriented exercises
as opposed to verbal or pen/paper exercises.

A common negative comment on these questionnaires
was that sessions did not start on time. This eras not
due to my late arrivar but was rather a function of the
group home routine. unexpected phone calrs requiring
staff attention, later than usual dinner, or unexpected

disciplinary issues, often resulted in the session
starting when everyone was ready as opposed to a rigid
time schedure. Not realizing that this bothered the
members and since the delays were never more than

fifteen minutes, r mistakenry did not address this
issue with the staff and my co-facilitator. what this
comment addresses is the importance of adhering to a
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strict starting time. Ensuring a symbolic boundary and

separate group identity from the group living unit
armost becomes a contradiction if the group sessions

fall into the househord routine and begin when every-
Lhing else is done. Rather, starting on time should be

viewed with the same importance as estabrishing a group

boundary between the end of the sessions and the re-
suming of regular evening routine.
B) Test Scores !

Tab1e 3 provides a graph summarizing the members

scores on the Hudson Index of Self-Esteem.

Insert Table 3 about here

The clinical cutting point on this scare is 30. wit.h

the exception of paur, arr members had scores which

would indicate that serf-esteem was a problem at the

commencement of the group program.

Throughout the group program, four members (oavid,

Katier Sally, Kristie) had a significant decrease in
their scores indicating that self-esteem was becoming

less of a problem area. It should be noted, however,

that at the end of the group program Katie and Sally
still- had clinicalry significant test scores despite
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the aforementioned overal_I decrease.

Two members, Joe and Tracy, had very high scores

(seIf-esteem a major problem area) and these scores

remained relatively constant across repeated testing.
One member , .lerry, had an increase in his ISE

score which would indicate that serf-esteem was becom-

ing more of a problem area for him. Unfortunately,
Jerry was not present for the third administration of
the test so one cannot comment on the extent of this
trend.

There hras only one member, paulr who consistently
had a score significantly lower than the clinical cut-
ting score.

This data does not provide direct casual relation-
ships between my intervention and the members revels of

self-esteem due to severar uncontrorled variabres. For

example, these residents rived in a therapeutic mirieu
and thus improvements in self-esteem could be Lhe re-
sult of any aspect of the group home program or a

combination of different erements. Further, what \^¡as

beneficiar for one may have had rittre or no effect on

another. There was a.l-so no control over such variables
as placement historyr â9ê, severity of difficulty upon

placement and the length of time in placement at the

commencement of the group program.
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What these test scores do highlight, is that self-
esteem is generally a problem area for these adoles-

cents. Furthermore, of the four adolescents either
discharged during the program (Tracy, Jerry) or soon to
be discharged (Xatie ¡ Sally) , al_I had clinically sig-
nificant scores on the rsE aL the end of their place-
ment. The fact that self-esteem was still a problem

area at the time of discharge, suggests that this is an

issue of great concern, both for these particurar ado-

lescents, and for adolescents in residential care in
general. Although one cannot appfy these scores di-
rectly to my intervention, I do feel they highlight
serious need fot intervention aimed at improving

self-esteem of group home residents.

a

the

Table 4 provides a graph suflrmar izing the mernber's

scores on the Hudson Index of peer Relationships.

Insert Table 4 about here

The clinical cutting score on this scal-e is 30.

Joe, navid, TÍâcy, Katie and Jerry all had clin-
ically significant scores when the tests were first
administered. Although tnåre was a dramatic drop in
Joers score, at the end of the intervention his score

indicated he still had a problem in the area of peer
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rerations. David, Katie and Jerry however had final
scores below thirty which would indicate that at the

end of the interventionr pêêr relations were no longer

a problern area.

One member's scorer SaIIy, increased dramatically,
indicating that peer relationships became a problem

area for her mid-way through the group program. paul

and Kristie on the other hand scored werl below the

clinical- cutting score on alI three measures.

As with the ISE, results from these measures can-

not be used to form a casuar relationship between this
intervention and changes in probrernatic peer relation-
ships. Furthermore, as with the ISE, there does not

appear to be a correlation between the length of time

in placement and the members score on the rpR. The two

newest me¡nbers actuarly had opposite profiles on the

two measures, with Joe scoring clinicaì_Iy very high and

Kristie scoring berow the clinicar cutting score on the

Iast testing.

These test results do seem to point to the

existence of a general problem in the area of peer

relations. This in turn lends support for doing group

work in this setting. What better arena for working

with adolescents with peer probrems than with their
immediate peer group!
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Evaluation of the Group program

Co-faciJ-itator*.- euestionnaire Results :

At the end of the group intervention, I had my co-

facilitator firl out an evaruation questionnaire. Gen-

eral1y speaking, his evaluation of my overar.l practicum

was very favorable. He fett I had proviåeA a solid
knowledge base (literature review) and had organized

and presented the group program in a well thought-out
fashion. He also commented positively in relation to

the residentsr response to both the group program it-
self and to my style as a leader. r found these ratter
comments very encouraging as he would have been privy
to the group membersr comments after I had left the

group home I

With regard to group programs in general, within
group home settingsr my co-facilitator expressed some

concerns. Although he agrees with the concept of using

the existing group to engage in formal group work, his
concern lies in the type of group program. In his
opinion, characteristics inherent in a group home set-
ting, ie. rotating schedules, irregular and often unex-

pected changes in membership make formal therapy in-
appropriate to the setting. Ratherr my co-facilitator
proposed that the group program should be more edu-

cational and task oriented. He agreed that the theo-
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retical material pertaining to group dynamics shourd

guide the child care worker when designi.ng a group

format, however, fel-t the focus should remain somewhat

superficiar and not move to revers of self-disclosure
inherent in a therapy group.

Although my co-facilitator took this position in
part due to the aforementioned characteristics of a

group home setting he also strongly fert that child
care workers v¡ere not,trained therapists. As such he

felt it courd actuarry be detrimental to the residents
to have these staff opening up issues that they were

not trained to dear with. He also voiced concern that
delving into highry emotional issues would have im-

pJ-ications for the J-iving unit as a whol-e, and that the

intensity would be carried over in the remainder of the

evening following a session.

What my co-facilitator proposed was that group

homes should have group programs with an educational

component rather than formal group therapy. These

programs however shoul-d adhere to the theory of group

development and their format be planned accordingly.

fee I
his

his

In response to my co-facilitatorts evaluation, I
it bears further comment and will address some of

issues in my sunmary and recomrnendations. I feel
concerns are quite legitimate. However, I also
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feel other possible alternatives to some of the diffi-

culties highfighted by this practicum exist.

fn summary, I used two questionnaires which I
designed specifically for this practicum in order to

eval-uate the overall strengths and weaknesses of the

group program. IÈ is recognized that these are highly

subjecLive and subject to the biases of those filling
out the questionnaire. For example, a desire to please

the group leaders may have skewed the results in a

positive direction. In order to reduce possible client

bias, I did emphasize the importance of being honest

when answering the feedback forms and also requested

participants to fiII them out anonymously.

The two standardized measures, Index of SeIf-

Esteem and Index of Peer Relations, were used to eval-

uate the global goals for the group members. Although

these scales have been shown to be highly reliable and

valid , a direct casual relationship between changes in

self-esteem and peer relations and implementation of

this group program was not possible due to the uncon-

trolled variables inherent in the chosen setting. The

fact that group members were living in a therapeutic

milieu and were at varying stages of this placement

when the program began are two of the variables not

controlled for in this practicum.
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Due to these uncontrolled variables and the fact
that establishing casual relationship is not possibre,
baseline data was not taken prior to the implementation

of this group program. rt was not within the scope of
this practicum to incorporate an experimental research

design. The literature suggests that group therapy
with adorescents is an appropriate treatment modality.
The purpose of this practicum was to provide child care

workers with a format for establishing such a program.

once established, it is recognized that a more rigorous
research design, aimed at evaluating the effectiveness
of such a program, would then be necessary.

It is felt, however, that despite the limits of
the measures, the data provided by the questionnaires
and standardized measures wilr be useful for future
planning for both group programs and future evaluation
strateg ies.
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PART 4 - SUIVIMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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PART 4 - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Chapter l- - Summary

One of the main goals of this practicum was to

provide a child care worker from a group home setting,
with a knowledge base in group therapy, followed by an

active learning experience as a co-facilitator of a

group program. The rationale for this was based on the

premise that group therapy, as an effective treatment

modality for adolescents (Berliner I l-g82, Toseland &

Rivas, I9B4) , would enhance the treatment received by

adol-escents in residential care should group home staff
incorporate formar group work into the overarr program.

This practicum met with my original objectives in sev-

eral ways.

Developing a Short-Term Self-¡evelopment Group and

conducting this group program in a group home setting
enabred me to activery engage a child care yvorker in an

ongoing learning experience. The group program was

based on the theoretical principles presented in the

literature review. prior to the commencement of the

group program this literature review was made available
to the child care worker as a way of providing this
person with the theoretical constructs from which Lhe

group format was designed. The child care worker di-
rectly involved in my practicum felt it had been a
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positive experience for him, as co-facilitating the

group program provided a concrete example of the theo-

retical principles presented in my Iiterature review.

With regards to the actual group program, I began

this practicum with some specific objectives. These

inc.l-uded improving members' self-esteem and peer rela-
tions¡ providing a secure environment for identifying
feelings, engaging in problem-solving and finall-y, to

improve membersr interpersonal conmunication skills.
As the group members were living in a Lherapeutic

mil-ieu dur ing the time of the group intervention, it
was not possible to design an evaluation strategy that
would objectively assess whether or not the group pro-

gram met the aforementioned objectives. Furthermore,

as members were at varying points in their placement at

the commencement of this intervention, comparison be-

tween members in relation to improvements along the

dimensions laid out in my objectives, were also not

poss ible .

Despite these Iimitations, however , the self-
report questionnaires filled out by members indicate
that the intervention had a positive impact in the

participants. Overall there was consensus that the

group had helped them in the areas pertaining to my

original objectives.
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Beyond the original objectives, this practicum

served to highlight some very important issues per-

tinent to my initiat hypothesis; that group therapy can

and should be implemented in group home settings by

group home staff. In sunmarizing these I witl first
address the specific issues. This will be followed by

consideration of the broader imptications in my con-

cluding remarks.

The literature suggests that it is important with
a group of eight adolescents to use two leaders

(Neuhaus, I9B5). The difficulty raised by this prac-

ticum lrras that group homes often have rotating and

staggered shift schedules. As such it can be difficult
to ensure consistent leadership. There was, however, a

dramatic change in the membersr interaction when the

group experienced a sudden change in co-facilitators.
This clearly highlighted how important it would be in

future group programs in this type of setting, to

modify the shift scheduling to accommodate the need for
consistent leadership.

A second issue which came to light during this
practicumr wâs the movement of residents. Within a

group home setting, at any given time, there is great

variation amongst residents in terms of where they are

in relation to their discharge date. Further, unex-
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pected discharges and admissions are also not uncommon.

As a resul-t, the group program must accommodate both

discharges and the introduction of new members. Jacobs

(1982) suggests that this movement will have a re-
gressive effect on the groupr rêsulting in a re-

negotiation of issues from earlier stages of develop-

ment before moving forward. Indeed, this parLicular
group experienced a sudden discharge and the resulting
role re-negotiating which followed.

Although one cannot totally eliminate this issue,

I feel that certain steps could be taken to minimize

the effects of changing membership. Rather than having

an ongoing, long-term group, I feel short, eight to

twelve week programsr would be most appropriate for
this setting. This in turn would allow for closing the

membership. New residents to the group home would not

enter the group program in progress but rather wait

until the next program commenced.

Discharges, planned or unplanned, are not so

easily controlled for. If a resident suddenly leaves,

the group must address the issues of loss and role re-

negotiation after the fact. If leaders know in advance

of an upcoming discharge, the program should accommo-

date this accordingly, identifying the salient issues

and assisting in their resolution.
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Finally, with regards to specific techniques in-
corporated into this program, both facilitators agreed

that activity oriented sessions met with the best re-
sponse from members. The more unique and creative the

exercise, the more fruitful the foll-owing discussion.
Further, the use of music provided insight into how

importanL it is to meet the adolescent where he,/she is,
and move from that point when planning activities.
Positive feedback from group members provided further
support for the use of activities to facilitate group

process.
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Chapter 2 - Conclusions

In conclusion, I feel this practicum met with my

initial objectives. It provided a positive Iearning

experience for the child care worker who acted as my

co-facilitator while also providing both an enjoyable

and constructive inLervention for the group members.

On a personal leve1, I increased my own theoretical
knowledge base pertaining to group theory. Beyond this
however, this practicum afforded me the opportunity to
take the theory and apply it in a practical sense by

developing and leading a group program. This is where

the real learning took place. Although I still hold to
my original conviction, that formal group work can and

should occur within group home settings, this
experience has altered some of my earlier views on how

this should be executed.

Paramount to running an effective group program,

in this setting, is the issue of establishing a group

within the co-existing group which makes up the living
unit. If the therapy group is to develop a separate

sense of identity, certain steps must be taken to

ensure a boundary exists between the two groups.

This can occur on several levels. Symbolically,
snack time can be used at the end of the group to

provide a transition period or rtime-outr between the
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session and the regular evening routine. Strict at-
tention should also be paid to beginning the group on

time, Lrtilizing a special room for group sessions and

consistency in leaders. Leaders should also make

attempts early in the program to modify group dynamics

which are parallelling those already in existence with-
in the larger unit. Sub-groups and previously existing
dyads should be discouraged in an effort to allow for a

new set of dynamics, unique to the therapy group, to

devefop.

Beyond these rather obvious maneuvers, however, I
recommend that further steps also be taken. I feel the

group program should be implemented by an outsider.

This should be someone trained in group work who, with

the co-operation of group home staff, coul-d develop and

implement a series of group programs aimed at focusing

on the evolving needs of the residents. etthough I
still propose the use of a child care worker as a co-

facilitator, having an outside professional involved in
the group program would further serve to develop the

boundary between Lhe therapy group and the living unit
as a wholer âs that person's presence would be unique

to the group sessions. This would also hetp to elim-

inate some of the potential problems in scheduling.

An area not addressed by this practicum was the
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whole issue of what effects running a therapy group had

on the living unit in general. If one adheres to a

systemic perspective, changes or developments in the

therapy group should have ramifications in the greater

living unit. One can speculate that the positive de-

velo¡>ment of group cohesion and the sense of co-

operation and trust which developed within this self-
development group resulted in similar, positive changes

in the dynamics of the living unit. r therefore recom-

mend that this speculation be further explored and

tested. This would include developing an objective
measure for documenting how changes within the therapy

group influence the general living unit and incorporat-
ing this measure into future group programs.

Although this practicum Ieft many unanswered ques-

tions and raised new areas to be addressed, the posi-

tive feedback from my co-facilitator r the unit super-

visor and the residents themselves, aIl serve to

strengthen my original hypothesis. I st,iIt firmly
believe this Lype of program can have a positive thera-
peutic influence, thereby enhancing the treatment re-
ceived by adolescents placed in residential settings.

In discussing where this particular group home

would take the experience of my practicum, the unit
supervisor agreed with its merits. Group meetings
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woul-d be continued within the .overall- program with

greater attention being paid to planning and the incor-
poration of the theoretical components into this plan-

ning. Unfortunately, this is where it wilI stop. Re-

cogniz|ng the need for an outside professional to be

invol-ved in implementing a solid group therapy program,

the reality is that funding for such an endeavor is not

available to group home operators.

My final question is, how can funding be denied?

Adolescents are brought into care as a means to provide

a more positive alternative to their Iiving situations
and to provide treatment and assistance in working

through their many problems. The literature supports

the view that the peer group is a developmentally

appropriate treatment modality for the adolescent (Ber-

liner , I9B2¡ Toseland & Rivas t L9B4¡ Jacobs t L9B2¡

S ie¡lker & Kandaras , 19 B 5 ) . Hovr is it. then that we can

take adolescents into care, place them in I treatment

facilities' and yet fail to utilize the greatest re-

source available to these adolescents--themselves?

I recognize that a lack of formal group work is

not the only flaw in the present approach to the treat-
ment provided by group homes. lespite this I strongly
believe capitalizíng on the strengths inherent in the

setting, one being the adol-escents themselves, is an
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appropriate place to begin change. Time is long over-

due to begin looking at nev¡, alternative ways of pro-

viding treatment to those adolescents in residential
care. Provision of the basic maintenance needs of food

and shelter alone wiII not meet the social and emo-

tional needs of Lhese adolescents. As such, it is my

belief that rather than discouraging group home oper-

ators, they should be both encouraged and supported in

their efforts to implement pilot programs such as that

proposed in this practicum.
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Session l: Introduction

Introductions

- Reasons for the group.

- Describe the group, i.e. same two leaders each

week, salne time, how long the group wil-l meet

for each week and for how many weeks.

e xpla i n_!\g_zufpgqe_gf _t he_gr gup

List goals on a flip-chart or provide handouts.

Invi!,e the group members to add to this list.

E x pl- a i n_![q_gfqup_r u Ie s

List rules on a flip-chart or provide handouts.

Invite the group members to add to the l-ist.

Exp Ia i n_qgÉIqqqlfÊlflr_Anq _!he_qlqqpliqry
Jou r na.l-s

- Everyone is given their journal and the leaders

explain how they will be used. (Refer to Appen-

dix B for explanation of journals and their

intended use for this group progratn.)

Exerc ise

Collage of seIf.

Froln an assortinent of newspapers and magazines,

members are instructed to make a collage that

describes who they are, i.e. pictures that re-

present their Iikes, dislikes; how they view

themselves.
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D i scuss ion

Each member/Ieader shares their collage with the

group as a way of introducing themselves to the

group.

Closing

Leaders tie everything together.

Assignment of homework--Iist in journal things

you would like to learn in this group.

Snack--nade by leader.

Ass ignment of next week' s "cook" for group

snack.

Exercise taken froin:
Canf ield , J., & wells, H. C. (f976). 100 Eayg._!g

Enhance qe!!:Qqlqqpt rn_the_Classroom. New Jersey,
PreñEiðãrHãri;-iñd. ---
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GROUP RULES

1) What is discussed in the gorup remains in the group.

2) Attendance is required.

3) No member is to arrive stoned or drunk.

4) No swearing.

5) No interrupting when others are speaking.
I

6) No physical outbursts.
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GROUP GOALS

I) To provide a "safe place" to discuss problems, is-

sues, feelings, etc. a place where together we

can Iearn about ourselves.

2') To improve self-esteem and self-confidence.

3) To help develop better interpersonal communication

sk i IIs.

4) To better understand our feelings and to learn more

appropriate ways of expressing them.

5) To improve problem-solving skills.

ADD ANY OF YOUR OWN PERSONAL GOALS

1)

2',)

3)

4)
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Session 2z Identifying Feelings

Introduct ion

Boasts and Brags

Introduce topic

Exercise I - Range of Emotions (charades)

Object ives

To identify. a range of emotions and how differ-

ent people express these emotions.

Activity

Have members identify different emotions.

Write these down on separate pieces of paper.

Place folded papers in a hat and then have

everyone pick a piece of paper.

Each member takes a turn acting out his chosen

feeling while the others try to guess what it

ts.

D iscuss ion

It's c.k. to experience lots of different emo-

tions, however, how vJe express them is also

impor tant .

Discuss ways in which different people express

different emot ions.
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Exercise 2 - Feel-ings Collage

Act iv i ty

Divide the group into two groups.

Give each group a large piece of poster board.

- Each group is to make a collage depicting the

var ious feelings the grout) has ident if ied .

Leaders provide magazines, newpapers' colored
a

rnar ker s , g Iue and sc issor s .

D i scuss ion

differences in the way the two groups protrayed

similar feelings.

Closing

Leaders tie everything together.

Assignment of homework--in your journal identify

a time during the week when you feel happy, sad,

lonely, angry, scared .

Snack--made by group member.

essignment of next week's "cook" for group

snack.
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Session 3: Expressing Feelings

Introdug.!!g!

Boas.ts and Brags

Introduce topic

Exercise I - How We Show Our Feelings

Object ives

To highlight the importance of expressing our

feelings.

Activity

Leaders divide the group into two

Group A - Develop a role-play which highlights various

feel-ings and what can happen when these feel-

. ings are not expressed openly and honestly,

Group B Develop a role-play which highlights various

feelings being expressed in an open, direct

fashion and how this rnight influence a situa-

tion.

Discussion

After performing the role-plays, have the group

as a whole compare and contrast the themes from

each role-play.

Begin moving the discussion to personal level -

how do members express their feelings in differ-

ent situations etc.
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Clos ing

Leaders tie everything together.

Snack -- made by group member.

Assignment of next week I s "cook" for group

snack.
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Session 4: Non-Verbal Cornmunicat ion

Trust,/Cooperation

Introduct ion

Brags and Boasts/Topic (see general outline)

Exerc i se I - Com¡nun icat ions : Non-Ver bal

objgclrgqq

To help members learn to cooperate and co¡n¡nuni-

cate without using verbal cues.

Activitrqe - Ilqllgqlion_lc_the_leaders :

I'lake copies of each square pictured in diag ram A

on construction paper (same colors) .

- Cut out squares and place one piece from each

square into five separate envelopes.

- Form five groups (mernber/Ieaders) and give each

group an envelope.

- Read instructions to Lhe group.

- Emphasize that aII communication is non-verbal;

absolutely no talking is allowed.

I n s t r uc t ionq_to_t he_G r oup :

Each group is to attempt to construct a full

square.

No melnber is to talk or to make non-verbal

signals to any other member during the exercise.

Any member may give any other member any of his

or her pieces.
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No member may take a piece that has not been

offered by another member.

No member may signal another that he or she

needs a piece.

D iscuss ion

Upon completion, allow members to talk about

what they have just experienced.

The purpose and importance of the exercise is to

see the need for trust, cooperation, giving and

receÍving, etc. If they fail to bring this out

in their discussion, Ieaders should help them

out.

Exercise 2 - The Trust WaIk

Act iv itI

IIave everyone find a partner.

One partner will be blindfolded and the other

will be the guide.

For approxirnately ten minutes the guide will

lead the partner on a walk that has as much

variety as possible.

Guides are told that it is their job to ensure

their partnerrs safety at alI times.

The entire exercise is to be done in silence.

After ten minutes partners switch roIes.
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D iscuss ion

Upon completion of the exercise, leaders can

facilitate discussion with the following ques-

t ions:

Were you able to trust your Partner whiì-e blind-

folded ?

Did you try and peek at any t ime? I'lhY?

Did you find it easier or harder to be the

guide? l^lhy?

Clos ing

Leaders tie everything together, e.9. trust rs

important for our group.

Sharing of snack made by group member.

- Ass ignment of next week's "cook" for group

snack.

Homework: in journal describe an event where

you were cooperative this next week.

Exercise I taken from:

Counse Ilqflq_rcsource_Book !91_ç.rqqpq-ln-qufqqqqq .

sEudeñE-Pã¡sõññãI Services, Department of Education,
Province of Manitoba.

Excercise 2 taken from:

Danfield , J., & wells, H. C. (1976). 100_wa19_!9
Enhance Self:ConqqPg_h_Iþ9_qllssroo[. New Jersey'
P r enEiAãrHãr r;-iñc . ----
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Sess ion 5 : Comlnun icat ion

Int roduc t ion

Boasts and Brags

Introduce toPic

Review Feelings in general; how they are

expressed differently by different people

D i sc uss ion

Define cornmunication, q¡hY it is important, etc.

Explain what it means to be a good "sendertt i.€.

'I' statements, being specif ic, V€rbal-/non-

verbal- cong ruence , etc .

Explain what it means to be a good "receiver"

i.e. attending behavior, eye contact, awareness

of non-verbal behavior, etc.

Activity
Group play the Ungame please see Appendix B

for description of game

obiect ive

To practice being good "senders" and "receivers"

D i scuss ion

Have members answer the following questions:

f) What did I learn about comrnunication my
feelings to others?

2) How did it feel to know that other group
members vJere really Iistening to me?
nxpJ-ain.
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3) were some questions harder to answer than
others? What ones $Jere hardest?

4 ) Next time I 90 to explain my f eel-ings to
someone what can I do to make sure they
really hear me?

Closing

Leaders tie everything together..

Sharing of snack made by a group member.

Assignment of next weeks "cook" for snack.
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Session 6z Communication Breakdown

Introduqllqq

Boasts and Brags

Introduce toPic

Exercise l- - Comrnunication Breakdown - llobt to Avoid It.

ob j9.q.!!ygq

To show how comtnunication breakdown can occur

and how to avoid it.

Act!Y¡qy

Open discussion with defining what communication

breakdown is.

Part I

Ask for suggestions on how colnmunication break-

down happerts between peoPle.

i.e. PeopJ-e stop_liqleq4g to what others say.

People don' t try to reaIly_qqqgq!1qq

what others are trying to say.

If a person feels no one is listening or

understand ing what he,/she is saying ,

he,/she stops sÞefrt9._!fm/,Þefqg!! and

their ideas.

If a person has stopped trying to talk,

others do not try to look at eithqr-glueq

as to what he rnay be thinking or f eeling.
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Part 2

Hand out

Home" by

Play the

copies of the song "She's Leaving

(Lennon and McCartney) .

song .

D iscuss ion

Clos ing

I¡lhat communication faults did the parents in the

song have? (not Iistening, not trying to under-

stand, not tooking for other cIues, etc.)

What communication faults did the daughter in

the song have? (not trying to share her

thoughts and feelings t êYecting a wall around

herself, etc. )

Vùhat could the parents in the song have done to

avoid this outcome and left the lines of commu-

nication open? What could the daughter have

clone ?

Leaders tie everything together.

Assignment of homework--When Iistening to music

during the next week, identify those songs which

deal with cornmunication breakdown. Try and

write down the lyrics to one such song.

Sharing of snack lnade by a group melnber.

Assignment of next weekts "cook" for snack.
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Exercise taken from:
Cou n se I !o r' s_Be so u r ce B-ook -!qr -G 

r oups i t-ç.qlqilqq .

SEuAãnt-Fãiãõnnel Services, Dept. of Education,
Province of i"lanitoba.
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shers Leaving Home

Wednesday morning at five o'clock as the day begins
Silently closing her bedroom door
Leaving the note she hoped_would say lgre
She goes downstairs to the kitchen clutching her

handkerchief
0u ietI,/ EurnIñg the backdoor key
Stepping outside she is free
She (we gave her most of our lives)
is leaving (sacrificed rnost of our Iives)
home (we gave her everything money could buy)
She' s ì-eav ing home af ter I iv ing alone
For so rnany year s . Bye , bye
Father snores as his wife gets into her dressing gown
Picks up the Ietter that's lying there
Standing alone at the top of the stairs
She breaks down and cries to her husband
Daddy our baby is gone.
Why would she treat us so thoughtlessly
How could she do t-his to me

she (we never thought of ourselves)
home (we struggled hard all our lives to get by)
She's leaving home.after Iiving alone
For so many years. Bye, bye
nriday morning at none o'clock she is far away
Waiting to keep the appointment she made
Meeting a man from the motor trade.
She (what did we do that was wrong)
is having (we didn't know it was wrong)
fun (fun is one thing that money can't buy)
Sorne t h i n9 i n s i de_!ha t_qqq_a Iways_{gqLg{
For so-_manf_Iear s. Bye , bye
She' s Ieaving home, Bye, bye .

By: Lennon and McCartney
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Session 7z Communication Breakdown

Introduct ion

Boasts and Brags

Review homework

Introduce topic tying it to Iast week's discus-

sion.

Object ives

To move the discussion of comrnunication break-

down from the abstract to the personal.

D iscuss ion

Ask the guestion "Can you give some examples

from your personal Iives which demonstrate a

communication breakdown? "

Ask each member to relate one example.

Ask members "How do you prevent a communication

breakdown? "

i.e. with fainily members

with fr iends, etc.

Have members role-ptay examples of communication

breakdown given by group members in the form of

skits.

Have members role-play more effective ways of

communicating in each of the above skits.

Use video equipment for this exercise.
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Note: Since this exercise involves role-play, Ieaders

must remember to de-brief the members. (Refer

to the section on role-play in appendix B) .

CIos ing

Leaders tie everything together.

Assignment of homework assignment.

Snack rnade by group tnember.

Assignment of next week's "cook" for snack.
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Session B: Conclusion of Topic Communication

Introduct ion

Boasts and Brags

Rev iew of tnater iaI covered thus f ar .

ie. identifying feelings
send íng/ receiving
commun icat ion breakdown

Exerc ise

Leaders have the group as a whole develop a

role-play integrating what they have learned

thus far.

Leaders provide theln with the following sce-

nario: "You have been invited to be guest

speakers at an adult course I am teaching on

interpersonal communication. Develop a role-

play to include the material we have covered as

a way of teaching adults about conmunication

breakdown".

If possible, give no further direction.

Discuss ion

After the group presents its role-play, discuss

themes etc.

Have .member s relate the d i scuss ion to the i r obrn

Iives whenever possible.
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Closinq

Leaders tie everything together

Shar ing of snack made by a group member .

Assignment of next weeks "cook" for snack.
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Session 9: Peer Pressure/oelinquency

Introduct ion

Boasts and Brags

Introduce toPic

Exerc ise

Watch the film "Nobody Waved Good-bye" (80

minutes) .

Discussion

- Discuss the f iIm.

- Relate the themes in the film to the nembers'

present circumstances.

CIos ing

Leaders tie everYthing together.

Assignment of homework-- in your journal, des-

cribe a situation this next week where you re-

sist peer pressure. If you give in to peer

pressure, describe the circumstances and how you

might have handled it differently.

Sharing of snack rnade by a group member.

Assignrnent of next week's "cook" for snack'

re: film "Nobody Waved Good-bye"

Sunuïary: "A story of teenage conflict--the predicament

of a youth who rebels against his parentsl

lniddle-cIass goals and conventions but finds

the world away fro¡n home a cold place to 90



need for money leads to

This film is the study of

delinquency in an affluent

many of the problens and

young people. "

ava i lable at the Nat ional F i.Im Board

it alone Ideals are no

153

comfort when the

shady pract ices.

the sources of

society, mirror ing

frustrations of

Fil¡n is
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Session l0: Peer Pressure and Sex-RoIe Stereotyping.

Introduction

Boasts and Brags

Introduce topic and review the major points from

Iast week's film.

Review homework assignment from last week.

Obj eqt ive s

The purpose oE this session

act ive problem- soì-v ing and to beg in to sh i f t the

focus towards integrating material covered to

the members' lives outside the group.

Exercise I - Discuss peer group pressure; what it

how it effects group members, etc.

Have members recaII an incident where peer pres-

sure resulted in them engaging in an activity

that was either antisocial or in solne other way

bad for them.

RoIe-pIay some of these situations--first en-

acting how the situation was handled and then

re-writing the script, demonstrating how the

situation could have been handled rnore appro-

pr iately.

Discussion

Discuss the role-plays.

Identify future situations group members rnay
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find themselves in where they will be facing

peer pressure.

Identify how these situations can best be

handled. (Members develop these solutions.)

Note: Since this session involves role-Play, the

Ieaders must remember to de-br ief the lnembers.

(Refer to discussion on role-pIay in Appendix

B.)

Activity_2

Hand

- Read

- ASK

thei

out copy of "Alligator River"

(see attached copy)

story to the group.

members to think about each

r values and behavior.

story.

character and

Who do you Iike the best?

Who do you like the least?

Rank characters.

D iscuss ion

Discuss the story, ranking and questions.

ReIate this to expectations they place on them-

selves and lnembers of the opposite sex.

Define and discuss sex-roIe stereotyping.

Discuss what sex-role stereotyping means and how

society places pressure on aII of us to conform.

i.e. What does it mean to be masculine/ feminine?
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Can men cry in f ront of other s? Can men vJear

pink?

Closinq

- Leaders tie everything together.

Continue termination work--Plan party for final

sess ion .

Sharing of snack made by group member.
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Alligatg!_Blver

Orr"" upon a time there was a river f uII of
snapping, dangerous alligators. ABTGALE, who
eras dearly in love with JOHN, Iived on one side of
the river. She was to cross the river to marry
John, but that night a terrible storm smashed
the only bridge to pieces. How was Abigale
going to reach the other side now?

In tears, she approached SINBAD the sailor,
who had a sturdy boat. Sinbad slyly said
'he would be happy to transpor t Abigaì-e, IF
she would have sex with him as payment.
ebigale was undecided--she had vowed to wait
for John, but how could she get across the
river? She decided to accept Sinbad's offer,
and off they sailed.

John was delighted to see dear Abigale, but
when he asked her how she managed to convince
Sinbad to give her a ride across the river,
and she told him, John became very angry.
He told Abigle the engagement was off,
and that he never wanted to see her again.

neeling shattered, Abigale went down the
riverbank to see her good friend SLUG, and
told him about the whole situation. Slug
bras f ur ious with John for treating AbigaJ-e
so shabbily, and stomped of to Johnrs
house and beat him up.

Think about each character
and behavior. Who did you
Who did you like the best?
you decide to rank thern th

, and their values
Iike the least?
Rank them. why did

is way?

Liked best _ 1)

2)

3)

Liked least 4)

source unknown
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Session Il: Termination

Introduqllon

Boasts and Brags

D iscuss ion

Discuss what has been learned, what gains have

been made, etc.

Focus on how you have seen each member grow over

the last few months, mak ing pos it ive, Person-

alized comments to each member.

Solicit comments froln the members of the group.

Activities

Since the ¡nembers of the group will still be

living together after the end of the group ' a

possible suggestion for the termination party

would be to go somewhere as a group, i.e. for

pízza.
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Appendix B
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Role Playing/eehavioral Rehearsal :

Rote-playing is an enactment technique. A situa-

tion or issue that has come up during the course of

group discussion may be taken as a starting point. The

leader sets up a role-play by having the owner of the

problem and other members act out the situation. At

key points the leader directs the "owner" to reverse

roles and essentially "become" the other participant in

his problem, i . e. mother , fr iend , father , etc . rn this

way he or she gains insight into how the antagonist

views things as we.l-l as how he or she views things. In

the discussion that follows' group members contribute

their perceptions, offering feedback t9 the "ovrner" of

the problem. Another use of role-playing is in pre-

par ing individuals f.or f uture stressf ul situations , for

example, court or job interviewsr so that they can

practice their behavior thus gaining some mastery over

their situations (Lazerson' 1975). Role-playing can

al-so be used f or acting out imag inary scenar ios for the

purpose of developing problem-solving skilIs.

A word of caution in using role-ptay. It is a

very povüerful technique that can become very emotional.

Regardless of the nature of the role-play, aII members

should be given a chance to debrief at the end of the

session. Simply have everyone close their eyes and



take several

to imag ine

be and that,

they are

themselves.

deep breaths

letting 90 of

like a play

now going

161

. The l-eader then tells them

the people they pretended to

, the curtain has closed and

home relaxed and happy as
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Journals:

Journals will be used as fol-lows in the proposed

group therapy program.

At the start of the group each member wiII be

given a notebook which will become their personal jour-

nal. This is to be used for recording thoughts t

feelings, guêstions, concerns, homework. The group

members will also be encouraged to use them creatively

by incJ-uding poems, short stories, drawings, songs,/

poems and pictures, which are significant to them

The weekly journal assignment will be to use a

page to describe their week or a particular event that

week. For example I a boy extremely anxious about an

upcoming court appearence' or a family conference might

choose to write a poem expressing these feelings or may

choose to write out a popular song that conveys the

experience. Additional weekly assignments will be

given on occasion. A portion of each group will be

open for sharing these weekly entries. The sharing

wilt be voluntary, however the leaders, who wiII also

make weekly journal entries' will share their entries

each week.

The members will be advised to keep their journals

in their lockers to ensure privacy and thus facilitate

their use in an honest, open fashion.
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The journals will be collected by the leaders on a

monthly basis so as to provide feedback to the members.

The ¡nembers will be encouraged to enter questions or

comments they feel unable to bring up in group. By

collecting the journals, the leaders will be able to

monitor the changes the members undergo as the group

progresses.
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Relaxation Exercises:

Have everyone l-ie on the floor. In a quiet voice

the leader takes members through the following exer-

cise: Letrs close our eyes. Now tense every muscle in

your body at the same time. Legs, arms, jaws, fists,

face, shoulders, stomach. Hold them tightly.

Now relax and feel the tension pour out of your body.

Let a1l of the tension flow out of your body and your

mind . . . replacing tension with calm, peaceful

energy . letting each breath you take bring

calmness and relaxation into your body . . . "

(Oaklander, I97B, p. I25) .
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The Ungame

The Ungame is a therapeutic board game. It is

designed to improve interpersonal communication skil1s
and to help develop both self-awareness and a\,Jareness

of others. It is a board game on which members take

turns by rolJ-ing dice and moving the corresponding

number of spaces. There are two stacks of "TeIl- It
Like It Is" cards. The red deck contains less

threatening questions while the white deck contains

more difficult, thought providing questions aimed at

developing deeper l-evels of understanding and insight.

PJ-ayers choose f rom which deck they wil-I pick a card.

The game is non-competitive and the group leaders also

play. The rule of no interruptions while a player

takes his turn creates and equalízing effect, allowing

the shy participant the opportunity for expression

while at the same time encouraging the more precarious

person to listen to those around hin/ her.

Sample_questions :

Red deck

1) How would you describe
not know you?

2) I,lhat would you like to

3) What is the worst thing

White deck

1 ) What feelings

yourself to someone who does

invent to make 1

parents can do

ife better?

to child ren/

do you have the most troub]-e
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expressing?

2) What is something that makes you angry?

3) Share a frightening moment.

The Ungame is distributed by The Ungame Company, a

division of AU-VID Inc., Anaheim California.
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Appendix C
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INDEX OF PEER REI-ATIONS (lPR) TodaY:s Date

NAME:

This questionnaire is designed to measure the way you feel about the people you

work, play, or associate with most of the time, your peer group. lt is not a test so

there are no right or wrong answers. Answer each item as carefully and as accu-

rately aS you can by placing a number beside each one as follows:
1 Rarely or none of the time
2 A little of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A good part of the time
5 Most or all of tlle tirne

Please begin.

1. I get along very well with my peers

2. My peers act like they don't care about rne

3. My peers treat nre badly

4. My peers really seem to respect me

5. I don't feel like I am "parl of the group"

6. My peers are a bunch of snobs

7. My peers really understand me

B. My peers seem to like me very much

L l really feel "left out" of my peer group

10. I hate my present peer group

1 1. My peers seern to like having rne arourrd

12. I really like my presenl peer group

13. I really feel like I anr disliked by rrry peers

14. I wish I had a different peer group

15. My peers are very rrice to rne

16. My peers seem to look uP lo me

17. My peers think I am irnporlant to thern

18. My peers are a real source of pleasure to me

19. My peers don't seem lo even notice me

20. I wish I were not part of lhis peer group

21. My peers regard my ideas and opinions very higltly

22. I feel like I arn an irnportant nlernber of my peer grouf)

23. I can't starid to be around nìy peer group

24. My peers seem to look down on rÌle

25. My peers really cJo rtot irtleresl rrle

Copyright @ Walter W. Hudson, 1977
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TNDEX OF SELF ESTEEM (lsE) Today's Date

This questionnaire is designed to measure how you see yourself . lt is not a test, so

there are no right or wrong answers. Please answer each item as carefully and

accurately aS you can by placing a number by each one as follows:

1 RarelY or none of the time
2 A little of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A good Part of the time
5 Most or all of the time

Please begin.

I feel that people would not like me if they really knew me well

I feel that others get along much better than I do

I feel that I am a beautiful Person

when lam with other people lfeelthey are glad I am with them

I feel that people really like to talk with me

I feel that I am a very competent person

I think I make a good impression on others

I feel that I need more self-confidence

When I am with strangers I am very nervous

I think that I am a dull Person

I feel ugly

I feel that others have more fun than I do

I feel that I bore PeoPle

I think my friends find me interesting

I think I have a good sense of humor

I feel very self-conscious when I am with strangers

I feel that if I could be more like other people I would have it

made

I feel that people have a good time when they are with me

I feei like a wallflower when I go out

I feel I get pushed around more than others

I think I am a rather nice Person

I feel that people reatly like me very much

I feel that I am a likeable Person

I am afraid I will appear foolish to others

My frierrds tlrirlk very trighly of rne

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

B.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.
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Hoq-qlq -qqlq-qBqqq.-ruLP !qq?

I) Did this group heIP? How?

2) What did you tike the rnost about the group?

3) What clid you Iike the Ieast about this group
prog r aln?

4) What changes would you like to see in the group
prog r aln?

5) What did you Iike the best about the staff who ran
g roup?

6) What things coul-d the staf f have done bet ter?

7) Was it useful to have two group leaders? If so,
why?

B) what to¡>ics, problems or concerns woulti you l-ike to
be included i¡r f uture group sess ions?
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G Ro qB- g RQÇ.tsôS-: 
-qy4lq.å!lQN -qq-q9.!lqNAlBE-

f) How woul-d you rate the over-alI group prograln?

2) What did you Iike the best about the general group
forma t ?

3) What did you l-ike the Ieast about the general group
forma t ?

4) Do you feel- running a formal group program is
feasible in a group home setting? Expand.
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5) What potential- advantages do you see frorn having a

group progra¡n at the group home?

6) What potential problelns do you think you might
encounter should a forrnal group program become an
ongoing part of the over-a1l group home prograrn?

i) Was it useful to have Tanis cô-facil-itate this group
program? Do you think you will use two leaders in
the future?

B) Did Tanis inake herself available to ansbJer questions
and provide feedback to the group home staff?

g) What could Tanis have done to be rnore helpf uI to the
staf f?


